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M.ilY 1, 1886 - May 1,1986
preparations for it,to set j before the working class
May First, IS a special :day for all class-cona .summation of the' present tasks before it and a
. scious workers.
It is a day when militant workers
call to get organIzed in the struggle against Rea\ all over the world declare their solidarity in the
ganism and the capitalist offensive. And as this
struggle against their exploiters.
W!.tenever the
year marks the centennial of the original May Day
workers' movement is on· the rise, it is a· day when
general strike of 18,86 in the U.S., special attenthe workers come out to declare th~ir intention not
tion, was paid to drawing out its lessons.
just to' produce the goods that the wQrld lives on,
In this issue of The Supplement we carry two .of
•
.
.
. but to change the. world.
. This year the black workers of South Africa ch~"
the speeches given at May Day rallies of the MarxIv.'!ay First to demonstrate their anger at white minot- . ist-Leninist Party. The next issue of The Workers'
i ty rule~
They staged the biggest general strike in
Advocate will report on the May Day activities themselves, in which our Party broUght May' Day to the
their'ID;story.
As many as three and one-half mUlion. workers struck, and another million .st,udents
factories and working class neighborhoods and also
raised the red banner of. struggle in the' midst of
,
boyc.dtted. classes in solidarity.
. And in Et Salvador,. after years of death sq~ds
the official May Day cOmmemoration in Chicago. in
and . repression, for a second ,year in, a row the
which the ~fonnists attempted to tear the revolutionary heart out of May Day.
. workers marched into the streets of the capita,l, . San
.
See . inside for' two May Day. s~hes:
Salvador, in a May Day protes~ •. 35,000 strong, \ they
defiantly painted slogans against U.S imperialism on
Lessons of the May Day General Strike. f~
the U.S~ embassy and indicated ·support for the poputhe Ffght. AgaInst ~ ••••••••• page 26
Work~. of' All CountrIes,:. UnIte!
page 30
lar insurgency.
..' . \,
. In Paraguay, where fascist terror has also sup.pressed almost almost all. politi6al action for
years; the workers fought police clubs, tear gas and
water cannon to carry out their May. Day actions. In
ChUe, gro.smlng under the f8sclst yoke, three workALSO IN THIS ISSUE
ers were shot as hundreds: and hundreds of May Day
demonstrators defied Pinochet's ban on actiori. In
On The Colo~rple .............................. 2
Kemp, Fair H
Boy of the', Bourgeoisie,
.
Mexico City ilie youtl:1 fought police in a. protest
against jthe PRIregime.
.
Denounced in Buffalo ••• ~'...................... 5
In country after ,country; th~ working class de;"
Qn the Spirited Strike at North~rn Telecom' ....... 5
clared it: was a force to be. reckoned with.
.
. Editorial of, "Arm the Spirit" •••••••• : •••••••• '.... 6
Iii the u.s. too, May DaYI did ~ot go unnoticed.
Correspondence ~ ••••• ".. ••••• • •• ••• • •••• •• • ••• • ••• • . 8
The events were not large and dramatic,as in I some
More on the Struggle ,Within the Anti-Apartheid'
of the other countries. But despite the attempts Of
Movement •• ••••••••• • •• •••••• •• •• •• • • •• ••• • •••• 9:
the bourgeoisie to wipe out May Day, to tum it into.
"Law Day" o,r a "National Prayer Day",. the classReference Material for UIst IsSue's Articles on
conscioUs vanguard of the workers welcomed May Day
"Franre ~ the New Line of the 7th Coogress"•• l4-26
as the proletar.ian holiday. The Marxist-Leninlst
Party ~d .the occasion of May, Day, and the month. of
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, A FEW COMMENTS.,ON "THE COLOR PURPLE"
A noisy debate has been taking place over the
of Celie's terrible ,domestic oppression.'
movie The COlor Purple, which is based upon" Alice
Walker's bOok of the same name. Some laud it as' a • ,What The ColOr Pmple Says
brilliant tribute to the cause of women's libe'ration, while, there are others who consider the work
As, has been wIdely mted, there are some differto be a yirulent racist tract.
,
ences between the book and the movi~, While in one
Still, the movie ha~' attracted fairly large, 'and
or 'two places the movie has made certain ,events from
mostly· sympathetic, audienGes, especially a}nong
th~ book more &amatic and impressive--which is
women and black people.
Large numbers ,of people
undoubtedly because' of the' nature of the film' me,
. have also' read the book~
dium-in the main however the movie is worse~ The
The film and book have provided a portrayal of
movie glamorizes the life of rural'black· people in
some features of the opp'ression of black w o·in en_
the South in the early decades, of this century to
While the setting in The Color Purple is among rural
the point of absurdity. It presents the black peoblack people in the South in the early decades of
ple as living in relatively good econbmi'c condi-'
this century, the problem ,of women's oppression
tions; and the lusCious photography reinforced this
continues to exist today, albeit in different condiglamorized view of the grin<Ung poverty that actual-.,
ly exIsted. As, well, the characters in the movie '.
tions, among" women of all! races. 'Few works of· art"
and even fewer moVies, dwell on the subject of black
were simplistic. ' In partiCular" the male characters
women, which is no doubt why The Color Purple finds
were depicted as caricatUres, somewhat as buffoons.
a sympathetic response. There is a belief that the
And even the theme of the plight of women was not
work has a positive message for women.
all that developed.
Indeed, for such reaso'ns, even some of the deThere are even those who go so far' as to claim
that the movie portrays its heroine, Celie, ,as
fenders of, The Color Purple point instead, to the
ostensibly greater value of the book. So this re"overthrowing the shackles" of sexual oppr~ion.
.vieW is based mainly on the book. Our criticism,
But W~ find that The Color 'Purple gives a very
superficial treatment of the nature of ~pression of - though, holds true for the movie as well as the
black women, and the solutions offered up are indi- ".book. ,The book focuses on the personal relations beVidualistic, romanticized and bourgeois.
In' the
final analysis, this has little to do with assisting,
tween a handful of rural black men and women in
Georgia from 1906 thrpugh the thirties. ,An' impresthe ,struggle of women of the, working class and
oppressed nationaliti~s.
'
sion hasreen created that The Color Purple is about
The truth is that there is really very little
poor black :farming people. But in fact, the work
spirit of struggle in the work, . even in the confines
centers around the relatively more prosperous elements .of tpis black community, not the dirt poor
toilers. This, is true both of the movie and' the
book, although the movie manages .to wildly prettify
tn general the economic status of blaCk people.
For the most part, the political and economic
conditions..,-the vicious racism and th~ exploitation
by' the rich ~~at oppress black women and whose
pressures foster domestic ,oppression of black Women
While the book offers an
as well--are ignored.
exposure of sexual oppression and abuse, it is writSupplement to
ten from a narrow, bourgeois feminist perspective,
The Workers' Advocate,
with simplistic I:!Ild spiritual solutions shown as the
waY' out.
Theoretical-Political Newspaper '
Celie~
a
14 year old black
The,
story
unfolds
with
of the Central Committee
.
girl,
writing
a
letter
to
God
about
the anguish of
of the Marxist-Leninist Party, USA.
,being molested by her "Pa", later found to be her
. step-father.
'
_.
'
Editorial correspondence:
Her "Pa" arranges' a marriage for ber with "MisThe Workers' Advocate Supplement
ter", who needs, someone to clean the house and
Box 11942, Ontario St. Stn., Chicago, iL 60611
'watch his kids. ,"Pa" adds a cow along 'with Celie ,as
Orders and subscriptions:
part 6f' the qargaln to make sure "Mister" will take
Marxist-Leninist Publications
her off his hands.
"Pa" considers' Celie a bad'
Box 11972, Ontirio St. Stn., Chicago, IL 60611
influence on' the other children. She encourages her
Rates: From vendor, 50~
s.ister to fight off his advances.
..
, Via 1st ciass mail: $1.fo.r sin'gle copy, $12 for year
Celie becomes "Mister's" sabmissive, ,harq-working
ISSN 0882-6'366
(U.S., Canada, Mexico)i
wife at h<,>me and 'In the field, abused and Peat by
her husband, . and mistreated by' his children.
"Mis-
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ter" is a small farmer. whose family \ works -the land.
. While mOst independent black farmers Worked ,small
plots of land on pOor soil, were burdened by debt,
lived and worked in a. brutal' racist environment, and
even faced the danger of the repeated lynchings that
.took place, the book hardly ever touches upon how
these economic and social problems brought great
pressure on family and personal relations. . It isnot that you don't get the impression of the ,Charac.,
tets living in a racist society, but that is merely
in the background -- all the emotion$ are. concen- '
trated in the treatment of the personal relations
between the black men and women characters.
Meanwhile, Mr. has a mistress,: Shug Avery, a
popular juke joint si~ger. He brings her Into the
house when she is down and out to nurse back to'
health. To most wives this would De' a real affront,
but Celie has little reason to care for her marriage. And Shug· intrigues her.
To Celie, a' sheltered;. oppressed and impoverished
farm wife, Shug Avery is dazzling, wealthy,~' sophisticated and liberated, this sophIstication presums,-:blybeing the image behind the. title "the color
purple".. They develop a close relatiopship.
CeHe
ends up leaving Mr., without much of a, struggle
about this Change, and takes up a lesbian, relationship wIth Shug.
.'
. "
She quickly builds up a successful small sewII?-g
business, inherits a home - from her' real father, and
all her problems are solved.,
There is another, woman in the. bOOk-Sofia, a popr
. farm worker who is Celie's daughter:"in!-law--but she
is not promoted as a model. ,She has a strong rebel-:
lious spirit and stands up not only against .abuse,
fi-dm her husband, but I also stands up boldly to an
assault by the raGist mayor and to a. racist gang.
As a result of ~his fight she' is thrQwn into jail
for years, followed. by several more .years of for,ced
servitude to the mayor.
.
The'. book ends strangely, as does the ~oVie. Everything is harmonized and portrayed in idyllic'
terms. Even the themes being developed are turned
aI-Olind. (It is typical, of The Color Purple that
everything" is eclectic and confused, ~d no theme is
developed consistently. As a result, the impression
on the reaaer or Viewer often depends ,on which scene
happens to strike their attention most ,sharply.)
One is left a bit bewildered about this reconcilia- .
tion. 'It' appears to. be a "spiritual" or religious'
reconcili;3.tion; in' general, both the book arid the
movie take up a _ number of religious and "spiritual"
th~es.
'
Women's ~ Doesn't ~ ~m Nowhere;
Independent of tbe· Social Conditions
•

\

J

,

•

By focusing merely on the personal kbuse of ceIia, by caricaturing all black male characters, and
"by obscuring the sodal and economic! conditions
around Celie, The Color Purple makes a mystery of
the source of women's oppression, which springs, in
this story from nowhere, or possibly from men in

general; and the strUggle against women's oppression

is redu~ to simply a narrow· question of stariding

up against sexual oppression in personal relations.
There is no question of organizing str:uggle against
t?e oppression, of the. qlack people and .the exploitatlOn of the, toilers. There' is . no theme on how the
,personal relations of the oppressed
change.· in,
the ,course of struggle. There is no theme on the
-relation of the marital relations to the social
conditions facing Celie, these conditions being at
most a -backdrop to the story, just as this or' that
variety of plant life on the farm is.
, 'In f~ct it ,is fr,om this bourgeois feminist perspective that Walker works out the sdlution to Celie's oppression. ,In' so fat as any solution, is
p~esented by Walker, it appears to, be religion. or
spiritual qumges, and becoming a prosperous entetpreneur; as 'Yell, the movie may perhaps suggest the
idea of' separ~tion from men. .
, .
The clu;mges, Celie makes in her life involve leav. ing h~ husband and taking on a· female lover,' opening up a sewing business and obtaining a house., Naturally any progljessive person. supports the right.
to divorce and equal economic rights of women, but
the struggle for these ,things is not a theme of the
movie eithero· Instead the movie centers on introspective psychological ti~kering with one's :Personal
life.
.'-','
.
As a result, even the book i~self portrays that
much of these things change little'. Celie's reiationShlp with Shugends in collapse as Shug moves on.
,~o' another lover.
So what tends to stand out as the .
solution for· Celie's economic plight that is promoted by Alice Walker - through opening up a pros'perous small business.
.
, "
.
Tb.ls is of course a well -:-known theme promoted by
bourgeois f~minism that women should solve their
economic ,problems by becoming a bourgeois or 'at
least .a ,petty-bourgeois. And such a theme is' also
advocated by the black, bourgeoisie as the way' forward for black. ,people. But solving the problem of
poverty and economic dependence on a husband by
inheriting money ~ opening up a business is hardly
an option for the masses ·of working claSs and black,
women.
Celie. suffered from' extreme sexual 'and domestic
abuse. The isolated and backward .rural· society she.
lived in was conducive to such extreme forms of
oppression.' But Alice Walker does not. indict the
backwardness of sueh' rural existence; 'rather 'she,
. tends to romanticize it, and the movie does it ten
times more.
After' all, religious and' spiritual
reconciliations are supposed' to be superior to mere
'.
.
. considerations of time and place. .
. ' Today ~"thevast majority of. black women live .in
urban ,conditions.
This~ and the fact that many
'I, black women have~me wage workers, has eliminated
: a fewQf the particular for:ms of oppression specific'
. to' the conditions of yesterday's backward rural
life.
Still, J:he particular oppression of women
contimues to exist as a harsh fact ofllfe', includ.,.
ing domestic oppression. 'J11e deep eqonomic! sta8na- .
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tion, the incr~asing Reaganite offensive. against the
working class (which ends up hittirlg even .harder at
the black. workers) and the Reaganite racist offen""
sive all increase the oppression. In order for Women
to live as people, in order for them to take· an
active role in the political and social' movements to
. change sxiety, they, have to sure that they are not
ground' down. At' the same time,· the very conditions
of the partieular oppression' of wo.men ensur~ that
. the struggle against it must be connected to the
general class struggle.
,
It is class society and capitalism which are' at
the root of -t!1e oppression of women. Under, capitalism, woinenface low, pay, ,high unemployment, a.'ld
various forms of job and social ,diSCrImination. It
is also capitaI.ism which· prQmotes a culture permeated with male supremacy and anti-women ideas. It'
is also ,capitalism whic,h reinforces the domestic
drudgery that women. have been suffering from since
the' birth of class society. And. the existence: of
this oppression side' by side with formal equality in
the main brings out the class basis of women's
oppression even more sharply•
. To fight against the oppression of women calls
for mass struggle, and it. calls for _this struggle to·
be directed against the capitalist ruling class.
This. is a- fight facing the entire working class, -. men
and women together. Ultimately ~ socialist·· society
offers the,' only rear possibilities for the fuB
ei:nancipation of' women. Then women will' hot. only
have full, formal·' rights but they will also partici.pate, 'fully in the political,. economic and intellectual life of the society.,
I

What About the 0Jarge of Raclsin1
/.

There is indeed an hitelligent case to be made
that The Color Purple feeds into Some of -the current
. raGist propaganda themes of the capitalist rulers.
However this is not the case' being mad~ py, those wl10
have launched a drusade of hurling the'·most· extreme,
and often absurd,charges against the The- Color
Purple..
This point of, view is being expressed by a number.
of prominent black ~ourgeois 'fjgur~s.
They are
angry' at the film beeause they believe that black'
life should be, presented in the, same gloI:"ified,
hypocritical light that the bourgeoisie as. a wholeuses to pr~nt the life of whites in the u.S. Ahd
there is also a' strong current of male' chauvinism. in·
the black bourgeoisie, so tpat it particularly.' dis....
likes: portrayal of the question of the domestic
problems of black women.
Thus, while part of the b.lack bourg~oisie sup-,
ported the film simply because it was a film with
black characters and black .actors, another part went
on tqe fampage against the film. Some bourgeois did ,:
both simultaneously:' a local chaptex: of the NAACP
first denounced the 'film as racist, and then ,denounced Fhe Academy Awards as racist for not giving the
film an award.
.
~A sectron of the opportunists, which habitually
f

I

.....

.

trail ~ong behip.d and glorify the stands of the the
black bourgeoisie as part of their subservience to
all the forces of ref9rmism, echoed the- absurd
charges a:gainst The Color Purple. For example,. the
pt~Soviet revisionist Communist Party of the USA
finds The Color Purple as the 1~80's equivalent of
the old D. W. Griffith racist film Birth of a Na-.
tion, which was a barefaced pr,opaganda piece for the.
KKK. ' They claimed that the film simply presented
the black people as d i r t . '
,
This is ridiculous. As we remarked at the beginning of this review, the film has attracted large
'audiences of black people, including politically
active black people, who haven't noticed this al.·leged extreme racism of the
-It Is oot a film
that white racists who have made a· point of going to
see it.
.
Moreover, such- charges only damage any serious
. discussion of how The Color Purple reinforces the.
racist_themes of the bourgeoisie •.

film.

Grist to the' Mill of the
Reaganite RaclstOffenslve

A major cultural it,em such as The Color Purple
cannot be detaGQed from the general clim.ate" we live
in.' Today the capitalist rulers are on a renewed
racist drive against the black people. This racist
offensive is headed up by Reagan himself. There are
many themes promoted in this campaign.
Among these ideas, one that is beavily emphasized
is that there is no longer an issue of fighting'
, institutionalized' racism. Nor i'8 there supposed to
. be a question of economic oppression and exploitation: you see; the Reaganites crow, some blacks
have "made' it". And one knows how the Reaganites
present the.working class as not being exploited but
essentially exploiting the bourgeoisie.
So any
remaining problems faced by the black people (predominantiy ,working class) ~ supposed to be' due to
psycholo~cal problems of the black community, lack
,of mbtivation, etc. One fashionable idea that is
stressed today as the cause of poverty among black
people is the so-called "crisis of the black family".'
And the solutions that are: advocated for black
people's' problems are fully in line with this analy.' sis. They call for black people to "lift themselves
by their bootstraps". And they call for all manner
of psychological and spiritual solUtions" . all detdChed from fighting the oppression of the black
people by the capitalist ruling class.
It is . not too difficult' to see that The' Color
~ can help to reinforce these Reaganite' bour.l
geols: themes. Even though the movie portr/:!-ys ra'gsm, this is merely a sUbordinate theme, . a' backdrop
that is not portrayed as really relevant to the
basic issues raised by the JDovie. . And economic
exploitation drops o~t altogether from the film.
The movie focuses on abusive personal relations
between black men and women, relations that .somehow
just exist •

20 May
,And what's more, Celie's finds freedo;n through
a, prosperous small oosinesS\l\OiBI1, which is
fully in line with the Reagantte lie of liberation
through capitalist entrepreneurship and the hypocritical Reaganiteglorification of the conditi~ns of
small businesses..
Some may object, saying, well this is just one
work, depicting just one facet of life. But this
argument doesn't wash. Not 'only is the story un~ming

,
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realistic iri, itself, - but it is p,art of a general
TV programs, newspaper articles, etc.
whiCh reinforce the same point of view. 'And so when
'Hollyw,ood -- which is not exactly known, as being
partisan on the side '0f the black people ~ puts out
one of, its top - movies on black Hfe, it is not
surprising that it ends up being in line with the
general"'ideas being propagated by the Reaganite
bourgeoisie' about black people.
<>
'stream~of
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Down with' aggression against Nicaragua!,
REAGANITES FAIR-liEADED BOY KEMP DENOUNCED IN'BUFFALO
"

'Nicaragua bY,-raising the bogey of' 'the Soviet threat~
The Amherst court house was to be the stage of a
,the Cuban threat, and' the threat to .the American
constituent meeting arranged for March 15 by, congressman Jack Kemp,the fair-headed boy of Reaganite
b(,)rderi!. The masses mocked Kemp's imperialist logreaction.' But about 100 protesters st-ood outside
ic, demanding' to know where this threatened border
the city Court court, building Amherst, New York to
was and "Do you consider- HoOduras to be the Ametican
b~der?"
op~ the 100 million dollars ,in government aid for
the reactionary contra forces 'attacking the Nicara- Kemp was left blustering and redfaced, so he
guan people.
The demonstratorS were - carrying plaresorted to redblliting and suggested that, it was
cards with, slogaI,ls like "No to the contras!" and
"un-American" not to take the Soviet threat arid
"fJands off, Nicaragua!" The ,protesters wanted to
terrorism seriously. No, Mr. Kemp, the class-condenounceq Kemp specifically, for his recent support
scious workers, who, have no use for th~ Soviet
imperialists, have no use for you either. It is
for mQney for, the war on Nicar~a."
,
The protest continued inside the ineetihg, where
you, with your friends Reagan and the CIA and your,
better than 200 people were present. The spirit of , ,millions of dollars for State Department~sponsored
the masses was high as they denounced the terrorist
murderers, that are the terrorist threat that imme-nature of the contras and creatively exposed Kemp's . diately confronts us in the U.S. , It is you who
empty demagogy about freedom and democracy. TeaChlove, terrorism, and bloodletting' in the true sense of
,ers, workers and students fired irate questions,
the word, with your confessions of love for the
The testidenunciations and testimonials at Kemp.
contra criminals and for butchers like the Duarte
monials ,were from various individuals who had visitdeath-squad' government. \ You only pqint to the
ed Nic9:1"agua,' and seen with their own eyes the tercrimes of Soviet imperialism in Aghanistan and elsewhere to whitew~ your' own ,crimes 'in sponsoring
rorist deeds of Reagan's' and Kemp's class brothers.1
the contras.
They testified to the burning and
murdering gangs iIi Nicaragua, in tr:.ading in the
bombing of villages, schools, homes, farms', and
blood of Afghani people, in supporting the blood":'
crops and to the cold-bl00ded murder of wqrkers,
stained racist government in South Africa, and in
, j
,peasants, teaChers, and 'others.
bo.mbing and killing and running amok all over the
world.
"
At, various points jeers and, signs charged Kemp
with lying as he continually tried to hide the .true
Mass denunciations' of top imperialist, spokesmen'
, nature of the contras. Everytime Kemp make another'\
like Kemp are an important part of the solidarity
oil~rageous statement, dozens of signs were held up
movement with the Nicaraguan people. Rallies, prosaying "It's a lie~" The indignant masses demanded
tests, and other mass actions should be continued,
of Kemp "Exactly what do you mean bY".freedop1 and
and theyshotdd target U.S. imperialism a5" the enen:1
democracy?"'
'
-of the working people of the U.S. and of the world.<~·
I
- Kemp also tried to justify his -support for war on',
,

~
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A SPIRITED' STRIKE OF COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS' AT NORTHERN TELECOM
On April 1 ~most 600 worJcerS from Northern Telecom (NTI) went out on ,strike against the arrogant
takeback demands of management.'
,
/
The workers took strike action in the face of
huge concession demands. The managements was demanding givebacks in wages, medical ~nefits, and

the workweek -to, say. nothing of trying to impose' a
two-tier wage scale and a regressive promotion plan.
·The NTI capitalist$ were sUrPrised by the· solidity of the' strike., Theytrled to woo strikers back
to work with deals and pro~ises, but the majority' of '
strikers stoo.d firm. The TMI management showed

".t' ,
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their ruthless brutality on the ver:y' first day of
the strike whEm management personnel ran o.ver two,'
workers in Massachusetts' with a car, 'Ihospitalizingi
both of them;" this ~a'Vage attack was denounced,. by .
NTI workers. from Boston to New ,york. ,
'
The NTI management brought scabs in from Tetas,
CalifornIa and North Carolina and other nonunion
areas of 'NTI's operations (only 600 of 'NTf:'s 'total \
U.S. workforce of o'Ver 22,000 is unionized), but.
this too failed before' the workets' resistance.,' N11,
workers in Boston, New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, PhiladeJphia,\ W~shington and Baltimore held
rallies, roving ,pickets, regular pickets, marches
and vigils at company offices, warehouses and customer,' sites.
, '
The strike at Nfl won the respect and suppOrt of
a wide spectrum .of other workers. Some passing. the
picket 'lines showed. their support by taking up sl(r
gam, giving the clertched fist or, r~sed thumb or by:
honking their vehicles' horns. The rorkers must
stand together as a class ,to beat back' the arroian~'
offensive of the capUalists! I
•,

did precious, lit'tIe {about the, scabs NTI 'brought .In.
And they disorganized the mass' actiom of the stri'kers.
•
The. contract deal of April 12 between NIl and the
union chiefs was an swIndle pulled on the workers.
While the blreaucrats hailed .the cqntract as "••• the
best con~ract negotiated by a major corporation in
. the past three years" and sung to the skies some
minor provisions, they; hid all the things' they gave
aw~ to NI1~'
.
\ For instance, the contract introduced a semi-two
tier pay scale with entry-level techniciahs designated as cable-pullers and started at $2.32/hr less
than, the former t~ 1 entIy position. This opens
the door for a full-blown two tier system.. And In
addition i the union chiefs agreed to a promotion \
,progression' table th!!tt' makes it harder than f!Ner and
; takes longer to gq' from one ~vel of techpician to
another.
"
The J union hacks also aban9cined the wage demands.
While' earlier they huffeq aDcI puffed that the' company can shove a 3% increase,; they accepted a 10.75% .
increase over 39 months (3 1/4 years) which avefages
~ 'the Workers Stood Flrm,
Out to just a fraction above 3<'AI per year.
the CWA Bureaucrats PuUed- a Fast Ole ,
' On close examination, the contract really stinks.
'After a spirited 1:HJay strike the workers mare few
Through the '1:Hlay struggle the strikers showed a
It" is
gains and the GOmpany got· more than we did.
high spirit of sacrifice and stood solid. But we
clear that it was only the 'mass actibns' that . got us
were unsuccessful in winning our, m,ajor demands~.
anything and that scared and disrupted the NIT capiThis is because the. union chiefs of Local 1109' talists. This is 'an .important lesson for the future
pulled a fast one on the workers.
This is not
because the contract might be signed but the :fIght
surpriSing since through the, strike the union chiefs!
is far from over.
<>
.
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A
MIU,ant' ',Prisoners'
Paper
THE' EDITOR.IAL" FRiOM ·.IIAR.M; T~E SPIRIT"
,

,

,

I

The May 1 issue of The W~' :Advocate reported

their criminal institution and ways needs to be
The capitalist media will not expose th~ full reality of
these crimes because it rep~esents the interests of
political reaction and fascism. It is up to us to
build our own prisoners' and. workers' press to ex-'
pose these enemies of true democracy.
There is a
, shamefull5tl'anglehold on the minds and every day
lives of the prison masses by the' forces of
Amerikkkan. dollarism, terror, its imperialism and
fascism. We must' break. this yoke! As, victims of
The provisional Central committee publicly" anthis' imperialist beast, we know that there is no
nounces the creation of PRISONERS' UNITED FOR. REVO- . "justice" and 00_ future for us, and our loved ones,
LUOONARY EDUCATION (PURE), and its ,newsletter or- ' our class, in this country because it is "just us"
gan, ARM TIlE SPIRIT.. primarily intended to brl,ng,a ,that continue to be victimized by ~he' system of
revolutionary education and training. of cadres to
Amer1kkkaD "democracy" and dollarism. ~ in further class perpetuation 'of these ,class, crimes, .we
all. prisoners, male and female, held' captive, in the
infamous Texas Department of' Corrections (TDC) , and"
~ dally being used.aS unwilling pawm and cannon
fodder to enrich the pers(mal lives and empIres of
to PrIng militant unity to the sporadic prison ·m9vethe fascist state aFld its sons and daughters of
ment' in the ongoing struggle of prisoners, for democratic and human rights~ The current crimes ane • privileged blo9d~kers who have never known want, .
arid who live' by the ruthless economic ~loitatibn
cobwebs of lies committedb~ priSoncrats to, cover-up

that· the Texas prisoners fighting brutal conditions.
in the, jails had movetlfrom a hunger. strike' to
. building organlzation~ We reprinted ,an excerpt from
the draft editorial of the first issue of tl;teir new
organization's journal Arm. the Spirit, which was
being Cirrulatedamong the provisional central mIll,
mittee of the organization for approval. Tl;te full
text of this draft, editoria~ 'is print~d' below.
t
'
---------~-------j---------~--------------.

!,

'exposed in a true revOlutionary manner.
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politics; to ARM THE SPIRIT with revolutionary hisof the. iabor power of the poor. For. us poor, it is
tory,culture, art, consciousness, va:lues and theory
not· an Amerikkkan, "dream" but an Amerikkkan nightand· to preplU"~' our minds for the upcomirig socialist
mare, as Brothel: Malcolm X correctly put it.
Within Amerikkka's
The TOC has a criminal and shameful history of' revolution in this country.
prisons sleeps a dynamic force of political power of
ruthless racial and class oppression and exploHarevolutionary cadres that must be awakened and ention of its prison masses, the majority which are
listed in the great army of, the proletariat in oUr
ChicanOS/Mejicanos, .Afro-Americans, ,and other minorstruggle to defeat imperialj,sm and fascism. Our
ities, including poor Whites., The' common element
basic goaJ is to awaken this sleepIng revolutionary
that binds us all together is the reality tha~ we
giant through revolutionary education.
.,
all are in prison because' we are.. poor, kept in a
ARM 'THE SPIRIT will be the' voice of all prisoners '
permanent state of ignorance and. could not afford
and we can make it as effective as we want it to be.
the lQXury of amerikkkari !'justice" in this country.
It will not be' Ii "literary" project. Nor al"e we
The corporate beast, TDC, has always used the old
interested in "competing" with other prison refor;m
_ imperialist strategy ~hat the ruling class has hisgroups.' It will carry live, everyday exposures /on
'torically used against the indigenous peoples of
the immense prison brutality, corruption and tyranny
... 'Asia, Africa
and
Latin
America,
in
its
super-plUnder
.
.
our brothe~ and sisters go through in the TDC-,-the
of Third World peoples and its land and that Is:
result 'of the sharpening of class conflicts by poli" militarism, racism, divide and conquer. It is only
.ti~ .imperialism to the immense degree' and growth
through unity and re-education that we can defeat
of the revolt. of the working masses-and apply' those
this "big stick" policy and struggl~ to liberate 'Oll;r
experi~nces to the theor~tical study (if the doctrine
. peoples from this Amerikkkan arrogance, econoIV-ic
of' class stniggle for tltrue" revolUtionary education
, exploitation and genocide. We . mqst, .discover oui,'
hUmanity; we must free our minds of all capitalist, for prisoners. We.will also· plan many activities
programming filth; we, must discover our p-U'e class
and other projects to save the' interests and. needs
interests and our love for' revoluticmary struggle
of poor people--inside and outside--inciuding the
and change. We must study the systf;lm of tace/class
start· of the: "JUST US" ·LEGAL DEFENSE FRONT
economics so that we can begin' to grasp. who we , (JUCDF) to give legal assistance to the poor. We
. really are, the 'history of ,genocide against our
ask. all prisoners to stand up for their human rights
. peoples, how we are manipulated into prison'. by
and to· contribute toward OOildini PURE, ARM THE
SPIRIT; and, JULDF •. Write and let us know your
Amerikkkan dollarism, and ,ho~ the blbod-sucklrig
exploiters enforce their class-rule over our daily
comments, ideas, suggestions, critiCism,. etc., on
lives and act as the "architects" of, our slave
how to improve the newsletter. If you are terrified.
destiny." We must build our character, adopt new
with hearing words like, "imperialism,", "faSCism,"
revolutionari valu~ and fight for our freedom. , ,The
"socialist revolution," cannot. stand to hear about
~ rich revolutionary history, :and cui ture of our ~ast
the class reality poor people face in th!scountry,generations that have heroically ,laid down their
and find the thought of socialist revolution '''unlives for our peoples, must be sJ;llQiep:, ang.. underpleasant, " then. obviously, this newsletter is not
stood so that 'we can forge a shining path in our
meant for your eyes. 'Put, it down and feel free to
struggle for the future, for' a socialist socie.ty, a
return to yo~ sex m~azines, your television soapbox operas, " you football-game ,opium; and your oth6r
socialist world.
Although we fully realize that courts ipthis
typical Amerikkkan' illusions. We feel that your
country . are controlled by ,the mighty dollar, if the
spirit has been proken and demoraUzed by fascism
system professes to render "equal justice f~r all,"
and you deserve to be treated like a "dog," because
something we well know to be class hypocriSY, _then
with your indiffere~e you are contributing to yoqr
we take it at its word, and 'in the intereSts of reown prison spiritual sl avery I "if you are interested
educating the prison m~, demand the, extension of
In what you have re~ here, and would like further
their ' dol1ar~deIhocracy, - not With theexpect~tion
.information, write and let 'us kQow. Stay tuOeci for
that courts will cure our suffering" but' to engage
future announcements.
Together we can, and -will
oUrselves in' live PQIitjc~1 education, tralning and
make a difference!' We have nothing to lose but our
chains!'
"".' <>
expose the system for what it really is, a double-:
standard of jus~ice~ to study true working' class
0

I \,
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apartheid and divestment that have ignited other
campuses have been' little more than fodder for the
DearFriends~
newspapers here. The main organiz~rs, the Steve Biko
The day that the April' I, WA ,arrived with: my
CommIttee, have adopted 'an increasingly militant
renewal notice, "r, h~, been 'thinking' abOut the paper,
tone, 'but do' not match their actions with their
both about how !p-uch I.paveappteciated your work! and
words. " Even other "progressive" organization follows the most liberal 'of lines, putting on memberthat It must be about time to, renew. , I am more than
happy to be able to continue my support for your
ship drives, writing' letters to congressmen and
'avoi~ any trace of internationalism or principled
efforts. I would like ~o re~ew for a year; but 'you
have' probab-ly noticed that I have sent Imore than
9PPosition. We have ijttle' to show on the plus
'( ,
$9.00.'" Two reasons for Ithat:
.
side. Last fall, we, met CIA recruitment day- at the
, 1) SometimeS we lend out or' cut, up issut!s as we
business school here with Ii small, around 20, demo,:
but with an explicitly anti-imperialist call. We
need., So I would appreciate it if r could 'get bd
copies of Vol. 15, No. 12 Dec. 1985 and Vol. 16, No.
u'sed signs to spotlight recent" U.S. imperialist,
,,'
.
atrocities around .the' world\ and our leaflet called
2 March 1986.
2) Anything that's left, please use toward the: out the CIA as the criminal instrument of the Arnertpaper's expenses. Itqiight sound dumb" but I >;Wish ,can state',s militarist policy. the rally caught the
you oould bring baekthe red masthead. (I know my'; ,university off g!lflrd. It flaunted one of their key
,
,
repressive devises, the sq-called free speech zone,
contributron .won't do' it!)
As I said, receivIng 'the M:LP's 'literature '.has .~ where, unlike ,any' other part of campus, speech if
~n, personal contacts
"free".' Nor did we have any "sp:msor".' Without an
been a heartenhlp experience.
and· ]\OUtical work, the p~per has ~onstantly prooffi~ial ,organizati¢1 to discipline,' the universityls only resort would have been arrest.
Although
vided ,a wealth of facts 'on ":every .event', 'of concern
several- of us Jound this demo a distinct step forand has certairily helped me to argue a more consistently materh:ilist interprelation,', The _theoretical
ward, many of the younger activists beCame discourissues taken up ,by, itheparty 'in the past 'year have
aged at ~he relatively small size of the group and
also provoked us to much reading, tho~ht and disth.e lack of any concrete results to show for our
cussion~
In fact, 'I feel we ,have barely scratched
efforts.
'
the'surface of the lessons to be learned from the
"More recently, a 10cal fraternity received a
Seventh Comintern Congress. Looking back" the docu- ' special send off to their· spring break. The last
ments issued from the 13th Plenum [of 'the, Executive, Friday before IVacation Pi Kappa Alpha had scheduled
'their annual Porter Party. The parters ~ ,a unique
Commlttee of the CI] reveal even more starkly the
, [later] "'-r~pid ~scent of th~revision~st policies.
piece of UT [University ~of Texas] culture. The most
The rigorous positions still held by the American
reactionary fraternities employ black alcoholic men
at dirt wages to perform menial labor and to serve
, party contrast !dramatically" with those expressed
only a eouple0f year~' ls;tter after· the Congress. At,
as butt for the vicious nicist notions about black
,the very least, it i'8 easy to understand why. actimen that th~ wealthy young rednecks find'so amusbig. ' The party itself "honors" one such man who
'vists were so demoralized by this shiite Looking
dr~ himself to death while in the benevolent em- ';
around today, it is amazirig the extent ,to which the
official documents from t the right-wing social demoployment of the ''Pikes''. For six years the, ads -,for
crats of the USSR arid its allies continue to expound
the party featured a crude caricature of a, drunken
the positions taken at the 7th. Congress,. despite' the,.. fat .btack. man. An impromptu demo last year caught
the frats off guard and led therrito delay advertislabsolute deletion of any mention of any figure be'tween Lenin and Bre~~v. Yet as interesting: as the ,ing', the party until the -day before this year and to
delete the caricature from the ad. We put up
documents themselves may' be; it is also, clear that
we OOW' face a p~ need to pursue more thor0ugh,another demo anyway and marched under the slogan "No
ly the historical ana1ysis of the' victory of. reviracist parties, no racis~ fra~s!" When the frat
sionism ahd Its SOCIal form, in ."really e;ll:isting.
officers' came to speak with us, they faced demands
to end these racist shenanigans and to pay their
socialism." I hoped that before' the May Pay centenmal ends, you will be able' to make available or', at
black. employees a living wage. Mter the 1V left
least point attention to th~ :qrucial sources for.an
and before the cops came, we' gat barraged with
uIiderstanding of the history of - the, worker's movebottles- and cans. While many' of the younger acti...
ment and. Marxism-Leninism in the U.S. ,At the Same· vists tried to \ engage in fruitless discussion with
time, I would wish that - we could hear more on the
these up and coming young bourgeoisie, the geI),erally
nature of the Soviet state and society.
'
militant tone and th.e obv~ous distress suffered by
- If this all sounds a 'little on' the bookisn side,
the Pikes sl].owed the value of independent 'anti-,
I'd like to tell you about 'our-modest 'political
racist actions. This year, the demo doubled from'
efforts" here a,t the University of TexaS. _ Mayl:ie. you
twenty to forty participants and next year we will
already know, but ~hls is one conservative s~udent,
do better. Most importan~ly, both demostrations
body in a reaction!=ll"J institution.
Even causes like
gave new student activists a chance to compare the

,
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work done by liberals and by dialectical'materialists.' , Need I, say, 'that the liberals covered themselves with shame and that the materialists continued to' deepen. their 'inf~ence among the genuinely
committed and effective activists.,
.
.
In the next- year, I know that the.'" Advocate will
be a useful tool for the nuts and bolts of agitational work and for our more important work to
r~ally raise the level of politi,cal consci~usness

among UT' activists to active struggle for revt>lutionary goals. I hope as well that I, will have the
time 'to write and let. you know some t;hings about the
WA that r fell prevent the newspaper. from being' as
effective a tool as it might be. 'I1larlk .you for your '
time and thank you again for your invaluable h~lp,'
i

\ [A reader from the University of .Texas] <>
,.~
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MQ~EON THE STRUGGLE~ WITHIN THE 'ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT
The May 1 issue of' The Worlcers' ~ carried
material on the mass actions against apartheid that
blossomed across the U.S. in March and April, particularly on the, university campuses. , One of' the.
features in .this movement· that stood out particu-,
,'larly clearly .was tQat each of the advances of the
movement was only achieved against the opposition of
the ref.ormist forces. Each majorst:ruggle reported
on by The Worlcers' .Advocate was opposed or even /d~
nounced by the reformist forces.
I
In this issue of the Supplement we carry additional material on some of the struggles 'reported in
The Workers' Adv.ocate.

. The Struggle AgaInst the Unloading

of South Mrican Cargo
One of' the significant struggles occurred on the
dOcks' of San FrancisCo' where' a militant blockade was .
h~ld to prevent the uniQadiIlg Qf SoutIi Africa cargo.
The activists not onlY'.opposed the South African
racists;/ but stood their grounds against the attl;lcks
of the police, sent by administration of the liberal
paragon~ Mayor Dianne F~~ein.
In reporting on this ,struggle" The Workers' Advocate showed that their self-sacrifit:ing' and .militant
stands was denounced by the reformist forces in the
anti-apartheid movement. / And it was -the local
branch of our Party that immediately upheld the
banner df struggle' and .supported the, activistJl a-,'
gainst attack.
Having themselves taken part in the
struggle, they also issued a leaflet in ~efense of

.

' .

-. i

the struggle aga~nst attacks from the reformists,
and from' the Trotskyites, who echoed the reformist
attacks but in th~ terms of "revolUf:ionary" phrase-·
mongering. We reprint excerpts from this .leafl~t~
'.

The Struggle' at MIT

. The anti-apartheid movement al~ \ flared up at
Rere to() every step of the movement was taken
again~t diehard resistance of. the reform~st< forceS.
The Workers' Advocate showed the protracted struggle
between the two trends in the anti-apartheid mov60-t,
ment, ' with the reformist forces consciously spiitting . the movement and boycotting' rirllitant actionS.
At MIT ,the x;efQrmists specially vented their ire
at the progressive, unde~ground paper The Student
and at the,'Marxist-Leninist Party. The 1l0urgeois
stude~t newspaper, The Tech, took upon itself to be .
the voice of" red-bait~ng•. It hypocritically denoun-

MIT.

On the Actions at, Pier 80: ,
In Defense of the Anti-Apartheid .. Mcivement ••'•••••• 10
On the Anti-Apartheid Movement at M~I. T.:
",.

I'

.'

.

,

. MLP,USA Replies .to'~ Tech •••••••• : •••••• ~ ••'..... 11
;Ip. Defense of <AIr Moverrtent -

The Student RepUes

~

The ~ .......... ~ •••••••• 13
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ced the anti-imperialist work as "outside socialist
ag~tation" - while welcoming onto campus every,
capitalist politician it could find.
Here, as additional mater~al to the 'article in
J

, 1he Workers' AdVocate on the mQvement at'MIT, we
, reproduce the replies tq ,1be Tech of 1be Student and
of Boston Worlter, voice of' the Boston Branch" of the
MLP.
•
<>
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IN DEFENSE' OF THE ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT
Whenever the mass struggle gains inilitancy\ and
goes outside the bounds of what is acceptl:lble to' the
Democratic Party, the reformIsts and revisionists
,wring their hands in despair,. This happened ,once
again in the struggle to prevent the unloading of,
South African cargo in San Francisco.' When the
activists displayed determination and militant spir";,
it, the reformists and revisionists began a-chorus: ,
of slander.
''
Giving Impetus to the' ,Antl-.Aparti:ed ~yement'
.'

I

leaders of BAFSAM were acute aware that their
monopoly, on the' movement and their insistence
on the, tamest forms might. be broken by a mili~
- tant: mass action which enlivened the activists.
Right from the start the Pier, 80 action did not
'mee~ their approval. ,They did not want these
actions to take place and they attempted to
sabotage thein.,
'
"Different CP forces lied about the arrival
of the Nedlloyd Kembla and they tried to stop
the distribution of' the leaflet which announced'
the action- at their peoples' World: banquet
March 9th. ' Furthermore, at the action itself a
prominentCP memoor advocated moving the action
to City hall to get help from Mayor Feinstein
••• i.e. anything but a militant stand against
apartheid."
''
I

The MLP, which had. taken part, in the mass struggle, immediately issued a leafle.t in defense of the
struggle and circulated it among the activists. I
This leaflet pointed to' the significance of the dock
action in being a real struggle that went outside
the bounds of Democr,atic Party talk-shop politics.'
Among other things, it stated t h a t : , ' . "Left'" ~c on 'Bebalf of the Unl6n Bureaucrats
, "The March 10th and 11 th actions at' :pier 80
proved to be' significant actions for building
The' liberals and the revisionists openly opposed
the ' action' from rightist motives., But some opporthe anti-;ilpartheid move,ment.
In particular
tunists tried to give a "left" ring to their opposi"thes~ actions broke the, stranglehold of the
Democratic Party and revisionist leaders of 'tion to militancy. They denounced' the activists for
not 'having accomplished miracles at one stroke.
BAFSAM (Bay Area Free South Africa Movement)
However, ' this "leftist" impatience was Just a pose.
who have never done anything at Pier 80 but i
These forces were, actually denouncIng the action
stage 'informatioQ" pickets in front of an
because they were opposed to anything that went
empty dock with' no ~p in port.
outside, the bounds of what the union bureaucrats
"The action also rejected the pacifist's
would accept.
love for 'symbolic" actions' with an active and
The leaflet pointed out:
forceful blockade at the gate and militant I
", At' the March 23rd, Campaign Against Apartheid
confronta~ions with the S.F.P.D. \,.. In' fact,
meeting, a handful of trotskyists from, Internaactivists voted at' CAA's (Campaign Agi;linst
tionalist Workers Party tIWP) distribufed a
(Apartheid) March 9th meeting against p,utting
,the straitjacket 'Of pacifist tactics ~:m the
leaflet scolding the, CAA and the March 10th and
11 th anti-apartheid actions at Pier 80 for
Pier 80 action.
"
i
making -'seriou~ l'nistakes', and for failing 'Jo
"Anyone with any Sentiment at ..all for build,stop the unloading' of ~he ship for more than
ing the anti-apartheid movement has to appreciate these things."
.
one daYt and, more importantly" fail[ing] to
generate a larger movement to stop South African cargo among' the labor movement in particu, LIberal Demoaats 'and RevJslooists ~ the
lar.' They ~vefipccuSed the activists' of holdMIlItant Actions
ing this action as a 'substitute for the mobilization of "the power of the working class,' as
The leaflet then points out tha.t the I1beral
a "substitute for the actions of the workers. '"
Democrats and the revisionists. ar~>und the prcrSoviet,
The MLP leaflet went on to 'ridicule these
CP came out against the' struggle. they employed
revolutionary" phrases of" the IWP and point wt the
dirty and lying means to undermine the struggle.
real concern that was motivating them. ,It pointed
They had more opposition; to militancy 'than' to apar~heid.
'
, . '
out that when IWP talked about ·the "labor movement"
and workers' actions, they really had something elSe
The 'leaflet pointed ,out: .
in mind. It stated that:
"It's clear that the revisionist CP and

I

"r-r-,

"
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"In line with thi~, 'note should be' tak~n of
the fact that when NiP talks. of 'mobilizing the
working ~lass''. what they actually mean is going
to the top trade' unIon hacks of the Labor
Council and begging them to .'leaq'."
,The leaflet goes on to say:
"It
important, only to note that they [the
IWPJ are attacking the coricrete. forward motion
that took place as a result of the action at
PIer 80. Could it be that the IWP is just. as .
afraid as the CPUSA that the anti-apartheid
. movement might slip fl\Om . the grip of the Democratic Party? IWP's letter Is just one small
voice in a chorus of attacks, on the .anti'apartheid movement coming from the likes
the
Democratic Party, the 'Communist' party USA and
various. 'left' Trotskyists."

is

of

.

.

~ the ~

I '

Democrats Waqt the ~ent to Do

'

The leaflet then described the confines. in which
the, Democratic .Party wanted to' keep the movement,

,

! University of, California at Berkeley] or John
George at the Pier SO docks we hear the' 'same
refrain.· ~ They. gush witlJ. promises to' 'holdup
the UC budget' or to 'bring out hundreds and
tho~ds' to mass.' actions, but these promises
are as empty as their congressional sanctions
or their city city council resoIl,ltions I against
trade with apartheid. The only thing tq.e Democrats ,deliver to the anti-apartheid movement .is
Wlice. to suppreSs I any militant actions.',
!
"11le <;? revisionists and, reformi&ts provide
the Democrats with a pl~tform 'at every tame
~ction they organize."
. '.
'.
.
And the leaflet also .went on to expose the trade
union 'bureaucrats, 'who not only sit on the backs of
the workers in this country but sabotage the 8011/daritytnovement with the black workers of South
Africa.. .
.

\

, .Fmge
UnIty with tfle Worldng ~
! .
. ,

,

The leaflet, concluded by setting before the anti-

a~eid . movement ,the· path \of uniting for struggle
confines defended by the revisi9nists. It stated:
. "The Democrats talk. aboUt 'huinan rIghts' and
"the masSes of working clasS people. oppressed' nationalities and prog·ressive people. ••• It is they .
sanctions against. apartheid, but what.· they
who have 'no interest in 'maintaining . the. capitalist
really oppose Is 'the black masses riSing in
revolution to overthrow the racist. regime. . and imperialist system. that' squeezes the working
Th~y puff Up the most'token measures, ••• · 'They . . people a~ home and sits on the black. people in .South
want the q>pressed South African masses to fold
Africa. \ It is they who have not restricted themtheir arms and wait on the good graces of / selves to posturing in front of 1V cameras. .~. The
imperialism and racist Botha, and they want the
anti-apartheid activists should not hesitate, to
bypass the, union· bureaucrats and runite with the!
anti-:-apartheid movement in·. the U.s. to give up
militant struggle and become a lobbying group .. ordinary workers in mass actions against apartheid."
for the Democratic Party.
'
i And thi~ unity ,with the working' masses "must be
forged .in struggle against '. our 'own' imperialists
"This is why Democratic Party officials·
~lways show up in a posture of support; when
and in solidarity with the revolution in South Afri,ca. which \will smash .the racist regime of Botha once
; militant·· struggle breaks out. Whether. it is
, Willie Brown on the steps of Bikq [at the ,and. for:. a l l . " , ' ,<>
,

,
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MLP. USA REPLIES
:TO THE TECH·
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The followlDg. article is reprinted from the March
12, 1986 issue of the Boston Worker, newspaper of
the Boston Branch of the MLP, USA. Subheads have
been added.
\
.
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For over '8 week now The Tech has Qeen carrying
, out an editorial page campaign against the militancy
. of the anti-apartheid movement qn campus. This
campaign has been carried out through editorials
purpo~ .to give, friendly advice to the movement'
and • through' highlighting the letters of disgruntled
racists, liberals and antl-communists who have answered its call for attacks on the mo.vement. Since
a Central feature of 1be ._TeCh's campaign against the
movement Is the .demand that the movement exclude the
\

participation of the Marxist-Leni~t Party, we feel
it only fitting that we respond to these attacks.
.
:
(
..
'. '
The Link Between .Apartbeld in South Mrica .. .

am. Racism in the U.S.
, The .Tech and its' columnists and letter writers
are
upset that the MIT CoaI+tlon AgainstApar. theid . not. only demanded immediate divestment but
also demanded an end to ~ r8cIst, anti-poor, antiworI(ing class policies that' have cut black enrollment by 50 percent in the last 6 years. The cOnnection between this demand and the anti-apartheid
struggle, according to 1be Tech, is "at best tenuoUs. Ando( course the demand that MIT g}larantee
the jobs of its food, serVice workers is nothing, but
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an, extraneous "stereo,typical demand of outside 80- . .in the streets of South Africa to overthrow a regime \
cialist agitators for working class reform".
that has kept them as slaves for over a hundred
Now if The Tech and the anti-communist letter
years.
Here you have CorporatiqiJ. members running
writers would stop their pro-capitalist agitation _"companies that are making. big profits off the ex10'1g enough they might discover the missing Unk
ploi~ation of South African blacks and helping prop
between the anti....apartheid movement and all these,
up the racist regime.
Here you have Paul Gray
other demands. They might notice that executives of
arrogantly proclaiming to the world that ·the CorPothe same corporations and banks that have made big
ration doesn't care· what the students or faculty
profits off the exploitation of nearly slave black
think: it will keep its investments in companies
labor in South, Africa are members of the MIT Corpodoing business in South Africa.
And this is the
These capitalists and executives, decide not
ration..
same Paul Gray who told minority students that they
only investment policy of the endowment but also
were unqualified and that if they raised too much
such things as admIssions and financial' aid policy
proteSt fewer minorities would be admitted. But we
and how the CofJX)ration will deal with its workers.
are not supposed to call these people racists and
The missing link, dear editors, is imperialism, big, imperiaiists.
We are supposed to 'be polite.and try
monopoly capitalism, wh-ich carries out the' same, to have reasoned discussion with them (incidentally,
policies of racism and exploitation of the workers,
the Corporation has even refused that) as if they
at home as it does abroad.
did not know what they were doing" as if they did
Actually the editors of The Tech are aware ot
not know where their profits and positions come
these facts but they' get frantic when they see their
from.
master beIng attacked on too many fronts \ at 'once.
The attitude of the editors of The Tech is an
They worry that too manyi students may com'e to see , ,example of the disgusting pbsequiousness that capithat there is not just a problem of "mor'al short:
talism promotes among the intellectual strata.
No
.sightedness" but' that the whole system is ,rotten.
.matter what the rich and JXlw~rful may do you are
supposed Ito be polite and try to understand. Let
1be ,'Ted! ~ the Antl-Racist;
1be Tech' worry about the offended ,egos of Paul, Gray
\
am Pro-Worker Demands
and the CofJX)ration members. We, for our part, wlll
. ' worry about and defend the interests of the black'
And finally the editors of The Tech oppose the
masses iiI South Africa, the workers and oppressed
raising of demands in defense of the foodl service
masses around the world, and the students who have
workers and demands for increased minority, enrollthe courage to ta~e their side.
ment because they oppose these dema~ ~n and of
themselves. On February '28 The Tech -ran an editor1be Role of the MLP and 1be Student
ial supporting the administration's P'lans to con-"
in the Anti-Apartheid Mivement
tract out the jobs of the foOd service workers. And
in the fall of 1984 Garfinkel was writing .articles
One of the basic themes of The Tech's insid~
denouncing remedial programs for minority students
agitation against ,the movement is that the reGent
wave of militancy, as well as the wider. demands and
from ghetto schools as being reverse "discrimination. '
Garfinkel deman,ded the abolition of such programs'
the anti-imperialist slogans raised in the demonwith arguments exactly the same as those given by
stration,' are' a result of the participation of the
MLP ,and ibe Studeht in the movement. .
...
the ReaganiteS and the KKK.; Tech, your racism. is
showing.
.
Now we must admit that here The Tech has a cer·taln JXlint. For three years the MLP, has been carry)'
ing out systematic revolutionary agitation among the
The Ted! Denounces theMilltancy
of '~ M:Nement
students at MIT. We have encouraged a militant
fight, against the racist and anti-working class
admissions and financial aid policies of the Corpo-'
The Tech, and espeCially Mr. GarfiiIkel, are very
ration. We have helped the militant activists on
upset with the miUtancy of too demonstrations which
campus organize The Student. We have constantly.
took ,place last week, with the fact that ~he coali-'
tion took a stand in favor of the struggle of the
advocated the need for the students to take up an
black masses in South Africa and that a growing
anti-imperialist stand and to liiIk up with the rev<r
lutionary working class movement.
'
section of the movement stands for revolution in
South Africa. In, particular the, editors of The Tech
We, together with The Student, organized the
are upset by the fact that militant students have
first anti-apartheid march on campus in December of
denounced Gray and the Corporation' members as impe1984., From that time we have constantly agitated on '
rialists and racists and called for mass struggle to,
the need for the anti-apartheid movement to not onlY
raise the slogan of dIvestment but to also support
force them to make changes. How imJXllite an9 obstructionist 'to serious reasoned debate!
Or, as
the revolution in South Africa, 'to OPJXl5e the imperialis~ system, and to fight racism 'and Reaganism in
Garfinkel would say, what irresponsible ranting and
the D.S. The MLP, together with the militants araving.
Imagine that! Here you have millions ....ofblack
round The Student, continued to push for mass action
workers and high school students fighting and dying
and to encourage every sign of militancy even when
I,'.
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the liberal wing of the anti-apartheid \movement
(Garfinkel's reason~ble' new leader:s) wanted' to call
off all actions last fall in order to work in Gray's
Colloquium. .
. '
,The work and views of the MLP have won the r~
spect of numerous students on the campus. Thus it
was only. natural that when the students wanted to
have mass actions that the MLP and 1beStudeot would
have considerable influence in the movement.
/.

The' TeCh rails against us being "outside social':'
ist agit~torsi' who are 'not part of the "legitim'ate
protest of the MIT' comrn,unity." This disgusting
localist and elitist demagogy plays the dirty role
of helping MIT forcibly exclude both MLP and The
Student from the campus. Numerous times in the past
campus police have harassed worker supporters
MLP, threatened them with arrest, or evicted them
from campus. Last month the campus police came olit
in force to prevent The Student from using empty
claSsrooms for meetings. The Tech's dirty 'propagan- .
In Contrast with the MiT Oxporatlon,
the Marxist-Leninlsts .Do Ndt Believe In
da about "illegitimate outside socialist agitation"
Using Coercion and Manipulation Against the. Masses
_ only assists this repI'e~sion by the administration.
Actualfy; _ the editors of The Tech do not mind
Contrary to the views of the editors of The Tech,
outside agitators as long as they are pro-capitalist. They did not complain when Mel King and Thomas
the influence of the MLP is not due to coercion or
manipulation but rather due to' persuasion, the
Gallagher spoke to an anti-apartheId" rally.
After
strength of our ideas, and. our example. For exam":
a.11~ they are safe politicians of the DemocratiC
pIe, the four demands of the' coalition were. approved
Party. When The Tech objects to Is the socialist
in a mass democrl;ltic meeting of the people who put
part. They are opposed to anyone 'who trIes to upset
the Institute's plans ,to turn out students who 'will
up the shanty tow.n. After long discussion' three
demands were approved unanimousJy and the fourth on . be mindless. 'Ime gerieration" servants of the' capitalists and their government.
But no m.atter w.hat,
the food service workers was -approved by a vote of
we of the )\ALP,. will continue to help students at MIT
about 40 to 3. There were only. two members of the
build their movement and we will wort< to win them to
MLP present at this meeting, and although they ar-·
the side of the working class' and SOCialism.
gued their views they did not vote.
Similarly last
The editors oIThe Tech promise that if the prO:Friday only three work,er MLP activist~ participated
gressive students exclude MLP and TIle Student from
in the march. \ Nevertheless nearly 8Ql/oof the march
the movement then the movement will' grow by leaps
took up the anti-imperialist and anti-raclst slogans
and bounds. But in fact the 'movement has grown to'
raised by the MLP supporters. Clearly people did
its highest level in years with the participation·
this of their own free will.
and to nei small extent as a result of the work Of .
Unlike. Paul Gray and.the Corporation we MarxistLeninistS' do not believe in 'using coercion and manithe MLP and 1be Stu~ The right-wingers and the
pseudo-liberals of The Tech w:ould like theprogres..;
pulation against the masses.
We realize' that a'
sive students' to begin apologi~tng. first for the
solid revolutionary movement can only·, be built by
presence of the MLP in the movement, . then for their
the conscious participation o.f the mass .• of workers,
'own l,1lilitancy, until firially the ·movement· is Ilqui.;.
students and activists.
..
date!i altogether. But we are confident that. the
militant students at MIT are not about to go down
1be Tech!s, Cry of 'nItSide Agitatm""
that dead end .path.
<>
Defends lepession Against the MJvement

of

I
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IN DEFENSE OF OUR MOVEMENT
The Student Replies to The Tech ,

struggle; the ~nti-racist struggle and the workers'.
-goes so. far as to adviSe that
the 'pol~tica1 movement "~ould have' been stronger had
distracting ~lements been removed. from the ••• de-.
mands •••"
.'
Last Tuesday the Editorial Board of The Tech
We believe that alI' activists should pay careful
issued a statement claiming to suppott the current
attention to what The Tech is recommending for the
.
anti-apartheid protests while also denouncing the. movement: a dead ·end.
. Theborn':'again anti-apartheid activists of The
activists' I prote~ts against MIT's resegregation
[removal of minoritiesI. of the student body and
Tech want usfb believe that they have the surest
,formula for forcing MIT' to divest.
But careful,
exploitation of the dining service workers.
The
Tech patronizingly claims that there exists merely a " analYSis shows that The Tech's position is nothing .
"tenuous connection" between the anti-apartheid
new. The Tech clings fo the liberal Democrats'
6,

The following article is reprinted from the March
1986 issue of The Student. ,
.

struggle~The Tech

\
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. fail~d strategy of n~oral1Y cleansing the portthis issue Iof The Student.
folio", while letting the imperialists off the hook.
The Tech further denounces the anti-apaz:theid
But divestment is not :iln 'end. in itself. Vfe are
movemeht for allowing the participation of "non-t-AIT )
demanding divestment as part' of building suppoli;t for
activis~s such as the Marxist-Leninist" Party." The
,the liberation struggle 'of the blat:k workers and
Student condemns this. right-wing, red-baiting, McDivestment alone will cer- ,~Carthyite position of The Tech. We believe it is
youth in' South ' Africa.
tainly not bring down ,the apartheid regime. Neither' crucial for the anti-~pattheid, activists to break
will university divestment -end U.S. support, for the , the ideological indoctrination efforts 'of MIT with
regime, whiCh, includes 'm~y forms of ecoriomic, poli- . direct ,discdssions on, strategy and tactics Wi th the
revolutionary workers. To boo, the community actitical 'and military 'collaboration. Development the
vists from t~e, MIT camp'!1~. as The Tech suggests,
struggle for divestment is a step -iIi buildIng up' a
prevents the' [student] activists' from grasping the
broader, mIlitant struggle that will, really cut the
U.S. ties to the SOuth African government.'
'I
working class perspective of the anti-apartheid
, In order for, this movement 'to be bullt up, actistruggle, thereby weakening the fight agai'nst the
vists must realize that the policy of the U~S.,
U.S. corporations. F~rthermo~e it is a distortion
ruling class operates the same in. South Africa and , .to say that all,MLP supporters are non-students
since the MLP has strong support among the working
in the U.S.
The politicUms of the riCh alwj3.Ys
class students at MIT, including the Editorial Board
recoil agaInst ,this aIil:llysis and, that 1~ ,.why The
of The Student.
'
."
,
Tech editors -lash· out against linking the tm Co~
" The atiti~apartheid activists have charted a bold
ration's support for apartheid to their resegrega":
political cburse of struggle, against the imperialist
,tion of the Institute. But we of, Th~ Student dO, not
choose to be hypocritical liberals" 'who 'criticize " connections between ,South African' apartheid, and
what goes on across the OCean w~e closing our eyes \ ,raci~m and' exploitation of, workers at home. Let
to 'the reality of the life for the black people IIi, there be no ,doubt that the movement is .takingup a,
militant banner of struggle, and students and workthe U.s.
As for the issue of tile food service
ers "everyw~ete shquld rally 'to the cause.
<>
workers, it is dealt with
a separate article in
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'REFERENCE MATERIAL FOR THE STUDY OF
FRANCE 'ANP 'THE NEW LINE OF THE SEVENTH CONGRESS OF

.

,

The last Issue of the Supplement (April 15, 1986),'
conthined articles shbwlng how the turn away from/
Leninism, which in the PCF began in 1934 and' which
)Vas, officia)ly proclaimed, as' the new world 1irie 'at
the, Seventh. Wor1? Congress of the, Cpm!11unlSt international in 1935, ,harmed \ the French working class
movement and undermined th~ French Communist, Party
(PCF). The example of the PCF was taken beca~ the,
Seventh Congress itself had given 'France as
model
and because to! this day there· exists a IIiytl! tlIat the
work in this period of '~\ PCF, ~ of the Popular
Front governm,ent that it supported, ,were brilliant
exampleS of thE} success of the line" of the Seventh
Congress. The tljUth is ,just the,oppos~te.' > Any
serious examination of this period, of history from
the point of view dE. class struggle shows the fiasco,
()f the new line."
,'
Due to lack, of space,' ',certain reference ma.terIals',
referred to by. these afticl~ were, not printed.
Here we SUpply these ma~erial~
It shoold be noted th~t, these reference' m~teri~s .
illustrate only a few particldar points. ,Hence,
taken by' themselves, they do not provide a picture
of the ov~all themes' from the' last issue of the ,
Supplement. Even to understand the Significance ~of
these materials, and how they fit in, one, must refer
back to the last Supplement.
'

a

THE

CI

a

Here we shall make oniy few comments on these
materials. We do not intend these comments as a
substitute to referring to the articles in the last
Supplement.
'
The reference materials inClude' the follovang:
I 1) A brief account of the battles against the .
fascists IiI Franre ciuing Februmy 1934 - see p.18;
,
2) The 1936 program of the People's Front in
France - see, p. 20;
'3) The 1-93t? natio~al el~tion results - see p.
22; and
'
'
)
4) The text' of the proposals for merger of the
<X>IIimupIsts aOO social~ocratS exchanged between
the FCF'and the SFIO in 1937 -- see p.23
,
On the Description
of the February Days of 1934

_ We ipclude R.P. DUtt's description of the battles
against the fascists 'of February 1934 in France.
The "F'ebruary ,Days" were one of the crucial ~riods
in the mid-1930's in France~ And the course of
\ these battles· provides a. snapshot- of the various
Class .forces in France:
the proletariat incensed at
.the fascists, the liberal' bourgeoisie giving way
, before the fascis,ts, and the reformists tailing the
, ,liberals.
I'
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against the fascists, but that 'the League take' up
The significa~ce of the February days is ae"defining the aggressor''- arid then enforce that defiscribed
detail in the Supplement of April 1986,
, So here we restrict ourselves to a comment on Dutt nition. And the progra!U propagated illusions about
the possibility of "pass(lng) from armed peace to
and his book FasciSm and SocIal Revolution., Dutt's
disarmed peace", etc. ",
book contains a number of valuable d,escriptions of
Much of the economic demands of the, progr.am seem
, the development of the .working class movement and of'
to center on those of interest to the small, prgprie-'
'capitalist reaction from the end of World War I to
For example,
tors and the liberal bourgeoisie.
the first half of the 1930's. But his theorizing
there
is
'a
good
deal
on
the
recomposition
of the
'
has certain defects.
Bank of France, so that -it would no, longer be conThe 'general line of the CI after the Sixth Congress, and prior, to the change marked by the Seventh trolled by a narrow group of the richest capitalists. . The program openly wants to have a broader
Congress of the CI, was correct' and much 'lmpqrtant
,representation,' not, lust from "labor", ,but of "inwork' was accomplished. But there were certain ridustrial, commercial, and agricultural activity".
gidities in' the views of the CI leadership, a cerBut there was' little about what the bank should do:
tain one-sidedness in dealing with certain delicate
In fact, ,th~ Popular Front government did broaden
.'tactical questions. ,Dutt reflects some of these
the governirig circles of this, baijk, while continulng
'rigidities In his book, as well as setting forth
its exploiting policies.
'
certain peculiar generalizations and doubtful theoi\.s
well,
there
is
much
on
financial
corruption~,
ries that seem to be his own.
,
also on agricultural measures much of which seem of
Dutt's book was written prior. to the Seventh
most benefit to· the stronger' farmers. (There Is a
Congress. But' butt changed his stand and accepted
the Seventh Congress of the CI, and this apparently' reference at one point to suppo~t for "agricultural
co-opera~ives", 'but it has to be q.oted that agriculwas the start of his degeneratiori. He ended up
simply another revisionist leader of a corrupted and' . tural p'r<?ducers' or proprietors'cooperatlves under
capitalist conditions usually' benefit most the
worthless revisionist party in Great Britain.
stronger ,fanners and the peasant bourgeoisie, which have the resources to take part in them and which
,Program of the ~le's Front '
benefits most from the marketing and purchasing·
advantages they provide. The' nature of' oooperatives,
We include the program of the People's Front.
can va;ry depending on the situation, and particularIt will b~ noted that- the program does not discuss
whether, they are connected to apolitical moveforms of -mass struggle but, is ,simply a list of
ment in the countryside. But such cooperatives are .
demands. In fact, it was basically an electoral
,
not the· same as ~ialist oooperatives.)
pact and the demands were the .election promises.
There are· various demands of particular use to
At, first glance, the program demands a number of
the working class In this program:reauction of the
1hlngs.' But the Popular Front government accomwork week. without reduction in pay, unemployment '
plished little., Hence the meaningleSsness of flowinsurance, trade union rIghts, exteris'ion 9f educ~
ery Ifuases that promise good things but are detachtion', (this last also useful beyond the' working
./
ed froni, the mass struggle is, evident. '
class,' of Course), etc. But many of these demands
But closer examination reveals the backward charare barely mentioned and lack the detail that is
acter of much of the People's Front program.
Take the demands against fascism.
At first' added in the demands to other 5eiCtors. \
Naturally, a: real struggle against fascism and
Sight, the program appears todeman.d .,a nur:D~ of
imperialist war would have been of .fundamental imsteps against the fascists. But on closer reading,
it actually ,demands the strengthening of' various. portance to, the working class. The' working class
state laws on "semi-military fonnations" / in general,
needs not just this or that economic demand, but'
first and foremost the freedom to OJ;ganize. But, as ~
on "incitement to murder" or "attempts endangeritlg
we hav~ remarked, the, sections 'of the program, on
the safety, of the State" by anyone, from any, directlo~, against "slander and, blackmail", etc.
In , , fascism and' the' question of war ate not formulatect
And,
in the spirit of proletarian struggle either.
fact, the French governm~nt had rot lacked the legal
means to suppress the fascistS; it had broad powers
the experIence of the Popular Front government, as
of suppression and it had repeatedly made use of
describedjn the Supplement·· of April, showed that
them against the communists. , What was needed was to
this govern!llent did not ca:1l for proletarian strugdemand 'that the fascists be suppressed. ',The progle,but sought "to paralyze it. 'The Popular Front
gram, however, precisely hiclFs this and Instead , government carried out few 'of th~ promises in its
demands the strengthening of the bourgeois legal,·, own program, for example, the refqrm of the Bank' of
apparatus ,and the, strengthening of the power' of law.
France. The workers did make certaln economic gaiils
The issue of war and peace was also a burxiing
in the period of the Popular Front government, butquestion In the '30's.. Here the program concentrates
these were mainly the result _of the huge strike wave
of 1936,.unprecedented in previous French history;
on reiterating the pacifist panaceas populf,ll" at that
time. For example, 'the program placed Ip.ucfi hope in
the Popular Front government hardly gave much more
the League of I)'l'ations. And what did it want ,the
than was.' inevitable under the' circumstances,- and
League td d~? It did not explicitly demand steps
then it later announced the "pause" In which it
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openly gave up. implementation of its own program.
Election Results
The election results from the 1932 and 1936 general natiOnal· electiqns are included.
They may
provide some id8a of FrencP. electoral politics. i
However, it shduld be rioted that these figures
are quite crude because they cover 6ver the different trends that affected 'the parties in· different·
years between 1932 and 1936. For example, 1932':'34
period resulted in crisis ahd loss of influence for
the Radicals and the SFIO. But in 1936 the Popular
Front gave a temporary boost to the 8FIO· (and proba- .
It would be interesting to .have
bly the Radicals).
the res~lts of local and partial elections in France
in order to trace this process, and also the process
that set in after '1936.
Nevertheless these figures, rough as they are, do
illustrate various things., They show a loss' of
strength by the Radicals (the party of the liberal
bourgeoisie) and the dramatic growth of the voting
strength of the PCF. Meanwhile the SFIO, despite
its . internal crisis, maintained its totals •.
The Unity PrqJos81s Between. the PCF and
the I Frerrl1 SocIal-Democrat (S.F.Lo.)

The new line of the 7th Congress called for the
merger of the communist and social-democratic parties -all over .theworld. The 7th Congress prettified the bourgeois, anti-workIng class features of
the reformist, soCial-democratic parties. It held
that . the . risepf fascism had impelled the reformists
back into the camp of proletarian class struggle.
In France, the PCF therefore worked hard to unite
with French social-democracy, the S.F.I.O. or French
Socialist Party. It gave up its :work to win· the
workers away from reformism andsocial-democracy,
although the movement to the left ofl the working
class' moverhent and the bankruptcy of the Rac\ical
Party of· the French· liberal bourgeoisie had led to a
se-.>-ere crisis in French soclal-democracy.
The unity negotiations were· conducted over such
things. as the program for the proposed joint patty
of communists and social-democrats.
The reference
material contains the pro~ drafts from the PCF
and the SFIO.
the RevolutiOnary Wcrds
of the IFrench Reformists
..

Ql
•
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The SFIO draft is notable for its revolutionary
It talks about "a party of class
struggle and revolution",
and it "accepts the Marx,1st conception of the dictatorship of the proletar.. iat,. as it figures in the Critique of ~e Gotha
.Program. n It 'denounces _"permanent arid organic collaboration with bourgeois parties".
. I
One would hardly know that the SFIO was in fact a
tall to the French liberal bourgeoisie and that 'for
years ~t had voted for and 'propped up .one Radical
phrasem~:mgering.,

government after the other~ ClJ. yes, the SFIO was
for SOCialism, the dictatorship· of the proletariat;
revolution--so long as one could accomplish these
things hand-in-hand with' the Radicals.
The SF~O said it was. not for "permanent and
organic collaboration" wlth the bourgeois parties,·
but it was collaboration all the same. This was
"utiliz(ing) secondary conflicts, within the possessing class for the benefit of the toilers": In the
name of "the defense of the· rights and Interests of
the proletariat", it constantly trailed behind the
Radicals ,to defend the bourgeois Republic.
The revolutionary verbiage of this most tame
party of reformism shows that there is no' one single
phrase that guarantees one against refonnism.
The
SPIO would 'agree to any phrase, if only it didn't
have -to leave its cozy niche wIth the bourgeoisie.
And in turn much of the bourgeoiSie was quite confidimt of the capitalist nature of the social-democrats and willing to allow them th~ir "revolutionary" phr~, knowIng full well their hollow' nature.

9n

the PCF's Draft

'Meanwhile thePCF's draft unity platform was also
Nevertheless, upon
written in' high-flown. language.
careful examinatfon.1tt can be seen that thIs platform has written into it ~he turn away from Leninism
that was formalized at ehe Seventh Congress at the
C.I. Here we will just refer to a fe~ of these
features.
.
The draft wrItes in tre pacifist politics that
also marked the Seventh Congress of the CI.
The
anti-war struggle was not connected to revolution
but instead the peace slogan is, taken up apd put in
the center. And not,e that this ,is not a simple
agitational leaflet, but the· prouosed program, of the
.. united party, of the French· 'proletariat.
The draft re,vels ip, pettY-bourg.eois democratic
.illusions. For example, the second paragraph of
Section V, on "Genuine Democracy", talkS of "creating the con<;litions for the development of a· true
. parliamentary democracy" as work "to prepare the
. progressive <;llsappeai-ance of the state with the goal
of a com(11unist society." Thus the dictatorship of
the proletariat, which the program claims in the
first paragraph of this sec,tion to support, is apparently presented as a purified and "true" parliamentary democracy.
,
'
As well, the draft proclaims support, in· the case
of war, for countries "in whl<;:h there is a proletarian, government or a democratic government, victim to
a fascJstaggresslon". ,TIle program goes on to link
together support of the SoViet Union and support of
Spain.
But in fact the phrase "demoq-atic government" refers to much more than the particular case·
of Spain. A democratic government which is not proletarian.! is presumably a bourgeois-democratic government. In· this way the draft includes the PCF's
new line on ~he defense of the bourgeois Republic as
the, task of the proletarian party in the fight
a,gainst fascist aggression.
And this 'blanket en-
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dorsement of bo~rgeois-d~mocracy meant creating 'varioqs differences which are concealed under the
illt.¥lions about "democratlc" imperialism. ' . .
high-flown verbiage. 'For example, the drafts, . appear
. The draft alSo. wip~s out the concept of the
to conduct a· concealed fighf over affiliation to the
CI. The PCF draft never 'mentions 'the CI by name but
distinction between proletarian class interests and
petw..bou~geoi( politics. It vows !lot 1 just· def(:}nse
talks of being "a member· of an international organiof the proletariat, and not· just the struggle to
zation whose goals and methods corresponds. to its
unite the' rion-proletarian, petty;;;bo\J.rgeois working·' own" and says that the 'party "scrupu~ously applies
the decisions adopted by international congresses."
masses behind the militant .proletariat in thestrug7
gle against capitalism, . but also the defense~ withAlthough :th€f only decision referred. to in the draft
out any- qualIfication, of' "the day-to-day interests
is . the Stuttgart Resolution·-of the 1907 congress of
the Second InternationaI!---tije.. draft is. -presumably of the toiling" peasants,' the small shopkeeperS, the
intellectuals·and. the office workers." There is' no
hinting at .belonging to'the. CI(3rd InternationaI).
'mention of\ the vac1l1atmg stand of the 'petty-bourThe SFIOdraft.ne\Ter says that the social"'<iemog'eoisie, which reflects its position in betwee'n the
crats oPpose the CI.· But the cla~ that the policy
of the party Ilis ,determi~eQ by the Party itself
ptoletaria.t and the bourgeo~~ie, and no recognition
that the socialist proletariat can, only SUpport
delibetating in itscongressesl ' was probably meant
certain iriterests of the petty-bourgeoisie~ . There
to be a hidden slap at the CIj the reformistsprobais no mention of the struggle of the rural workers . blyagitated against the' CI by pretending that tl).e
and semi-prolet'arians against, the peasant bourgepi-. authority of the CI made the communists. into autolliasle. And so f o r t h . '
tons.'
, (This is in oodition to the fact: that the PCF was
Or again, the SFIO' draft says nothing directly
actually at this time prettifying the liberal poli,
about the Soviet Union.
But pr~mably its phrase·
tics of the Radicals under the pretext that. thiS,
'about "the ¥arxist, concept of tlie dictatorship of
the :maln party of the . French liberal bourgeoisie,', the proletariat, as ,it figures in the Cfitique of
was allegedly a petty-bourgeois party of the peas- . . the Gotha J;>rogtam" was meant in their eyes to disantry .and other, p~i:ty-bourgeois. In I the name of ' tingulsh their concept from that of the cominunis~.
supporting' ·the petty-bourgeoisle or even "the middle
. The'situation is even worse with regard to the
classes", the. PCF actually toOk up alliance with the
policy with respect to the liberal bourgeoisie~
liberal bQurgeolsie.)
".
: ..'
which - is: hidden in' both programs.'
'...
The program endorses the ."fndependence of the..
'The reference material contains not Just the text
trade union movement", which is a reference ,to the
QI the two proposals, but also an'introduction'by
P,CF's abolition of fraE<~ions in the, ~nions and its
the PCF. ,This introduction doesn't try to draw out
endorsement of trade union neutrality." "Independthe ,points at stake between L1.e drafts,· but instead
ence" of the unions, in 'left-wing Freriyh p,olitic~l
~imply demands unity. But despite everything, no
termjpology of the time; meant trade unIon neutral..
matter how ml;lch it conceded to the social-democrats,
the .PCF woul<\. T,IOt. be able to achieve Unity. Despite
ity. The :'program even gqes on in this paragraph,' to
pledge "the severest measures against' those of its
tl].e undermimng effects of the new line of the
memoors' who in their writin'gs qr actions harm'thiS
Seventh· CorigreSs. the PCF still represented a diJferent class from the SFIO, and thIs class differ-unity" which allegedly wi1l be achieved :by' trade
union neutrality.
'
.
'ence between a proletarian party and'abourgeoisiThe PCF's proposal on legality is. act\lal.ly eve,n
fied reformist party,· could Dot be overcome by simweaker than' the SFIO's. rhePCF's clause states
pIe phrases. This class difference. was : refleCted 'in . (
that the party "carries on its activitiel> in' the
the way many SFIO· leaders and parli~nentarlans even
took positions in the' puppet, V1cllygovernrn~nt, that
sphere of legality", but in the· future, if there;are
onslaughts of fascist reaction, it would continue
served the Nazis, in Worlp War II,. while' the PCF
its woi-k in other' foms. The. SFIO proposal states
emerged as the tnainleaderqf the anti-fascist parin 'general 'that, while utilizing "all legal .methods"'
tisans.:
.
I·
•
::.'
for its "deliberatedaction'\' the party. "will 'n~\Ter
. If' the .PCF· had achieved' unity with the sociallet itself be' halted in this action by the f(:}tters
democrats, it would have had the pro-fasCist capitu-.
of bourgeois legality." This formulation would
la.tors rlgh,t in i.ts midst~·.· The tragedy Is that,
allow for goingbeypnd legality' at: any moment., But
while the PGF fought heroically in the French reof .couisie, . thi& didn't. mean that· theSFIO was niore . sistance, the new line 'that began at! the Seventh
. militadt·· tliari .the PCF ,in practice;. as· it was actual- 'Congress still· corroded it from Within. . The PCF not·
ly tamer.' Itorily meant that," as the liberal bOur~ . onlycotild not utilize:· the· tremendouS revolutionary
geoisie' didn't yet· trust 'the PCIf (all they did 'trust . energy unleasped by the 'struggle against fascism' for
the: SFIO), the PCF: ,leaders seem tg have felt cOn:.
.strengthening' the socialis,t;revolutionary movement,
. strained to bow 'deepet in'their rhetdric 80' as 'not
but it eventually-degenerated altogetlj!.er into the
to scare it away.!
. .'
. ,
corrupt, reformist~ revisionist' party it is todaY.
(See the discussion pf the' lirie of the· PCF after the
liberation of France in' ·"on the Orientation· of .the
<lJscurfiJg the Dlffelences ,
'FrenCh CP (1944-1956)" in TheWorkeq;' AdVOcate'of
.
\'
May 1, 1984.)
,.
';'.
..
• <>
. CompariS<ln of ,the PCFand SFIO drafts reveals
j

i
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THE ANTI-FASCIST BATTLES'
Below is an excerpt from Fascism and, Social Revolution by R.P. Dutt, 19~5, pp.272-278.

OF FEBRUARY 1934

discredited by one of the' typical recurrent finan'-'
cial and police scandals,. the Stavisky scandal,
.
,which was being utilized by the reactionary forces
-----------------------------------------to raise agitation against the parliamentary regime
,4. The February Days and
and to prepare a Government of National, Concentration, just as the crisis of the franc was Similarly
the Natlonhl Concentration Government:
in France
used in 1926. After the dismissal of the police
,chief, Chiappe, who was notoriously hanel-in-glove
with the Royalist and FascIst elements, preparations
In France the development of the effects of the
'were openly made-without interference--and proeconomic crisis appeared at first more slowly. But
in the latest period the situation has gone forward
claimed in the big press for a jingo riot on Februwith extreme rapidity, and the question. of Fascism
ary' 6, which. was to serve as a preliminary trIal of
has become a burning issue.
'
strength and spearhead for the Fascist advance.
What was the line of the Daladier Government and
The events of February 6-12, 1934, and the fall,
of the Daladier Government, leading to the formation
of "left democracy" in the face of this challenge?
of the transitional Doumergue Government of National
The SO,cialist Party, voted its confidence In the
Concentration, has brought to the front the whole
Daladier Government, in the "Left" bourgeois Governquestion of Fascism and the increasing signs of
ment, as the' defender of· "democracy" against FaScism. On the basis of their support the Daladier
advance to a direct armed struggle.
These events are of vital importance, for the
GovEmiment received a substantial parliamentary
Western "democratic", countries, bec~use in th~se
majority of 360 to' 220 on the critical eveniug of
. february 6. As against this line the Communist
events are set out with crystal clearness the two
81ternative paths, the, path of the "left bloc" or
Party, whlGh had approached, the Socialist Party for
bourgeois-liberal democracy,' leading in fact to
the united front against Faseismin March 1933, and
Fascism, or the path of the united working-class
been ,refused" called for the united front from below, called the workers 'to the streets against the
front of struggle, which can alone defeat· Fascism.
What was the situation on the eve of the events
Fascist attack, and through the unions began to make
of February 6-12? ' The national-chauvinist, Fascist
agitation for a general strik,e against the Fascist
and Royalist forces in France--at all times active -menace. The two lines were now to receive their
practical demonstration In ,the events -tMt followed._
beneath the democratic-republican exterior--developed extreme activity in the gathering ,crisis,and
The Daladier Government massed heavy military
forces, in Paris the 'days preceding February 6.
But
especially since the advent of Hiterlerism, with the
did it act against Fascism? The leaders of the
.open alliance and assistance of the police authotities in Paris and of the big press, that is, of the
Fascists and Royalists were allowed to carryon
their preparations in complete freedom.
Previously,
State and finance-capital. At the saine time the
on the' eve of a Communist May Day demonstration,
governmental forms Were showing the same increase of
,three thousand Communist leaders' had beerf arrested
executive powers and repression of the workers, comin Paris in order to cripple the brganization of the
mon to all capitalist governments in the present
demonstration.
period.
Even The Times on February 5, that is,
On the eve of this .reactionary demonstration not a sIngle FascIst or Royalist leader
before the decisive events, was compelled to note:
was touched.
The organizers of the reaction ' were
A contrast has been drawn between the severe
given freedom of the' streets to burn, destroy, set
repression of Communist manifestations and tOe
comparative immunity from punishment of Royal-:
fire to Government buildings, and advance on the
Chamber of Deputies; no adequate ~orces' were placed
ist demonstrators and the Royalist newspaper
against them; the police were inactive; the "Gardes
which directly incites its readers to riot, in
Republicaines" imd "Gardes Mobiles" were steadily
the streets,
This was under a "Left" bourgeois Government,
commanded to ~treat and give way before the bourgeois mob; 'only at the last moment, when the Chamber
maintained in office in practice by the -support of
was neatly reached and the bourgeoise demonstrators
the Socialist' Party. The majority in Parliament was
"Left Cartel" majority, consisting of the Socialist
began to, fire with their revolvers, the "Gardes
Party and of the "Left" bourgeoiS groupings.
'
Mobiles," not on, the order of their officers, but in
This "Left" bourgeois Government (previously l instinctive self-defense, fired back, and about a
dozen
of the dupes of the reaction" and onlookers
under Chautemps, then under Daladier) .was heavily
I
,

I

!

I
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police belonged ,to the reaction; the General Staff
were kiIIed.
The subsequent Commission of" Enquiry
belonged to: the reaction; it w~s reported that the
established that the shootIng was begun by the Fasold Marshal Lyautey threatened to lead ,the army on
cist demonstrators and maintained for half an hour
Paris if there sho~ld be any attempt at resistance
before any answ~rIng fire took place on the side of
by the parliamentary majority. He was as oontemptithe Government forces; and, that even so no order to
pIe! a 'helpless puppet as Asquith over Ulster. . . (
fire was given by any officer but that the rank. 'and
. Had he wished to fight, he could only havd done ' .
file of the "Gardes Mobiles" 'began spontaneously to
oile thlng, to have publicly exposed ,the whole plot,
, fire in self-defense and were immediately ordered to
and to have called on the proletarian masSes, .on the
stop by their officers. "
.
rank and file of the soldiers, to resist. But this
The sequel to, this incident is instructive for
would have meant to 'unloose the proletarian revoluthe whole· future of parli~mentary democracy. ImmE?tion, which he feared as much as any of the Bloc
diately foHowing this. incident". on the v.ery next
day, on February 7~ the Daladler Government, which National or the Fascists. At bottom he was one with'
these; all the libera:l-democratic pretense -was no
had just, received an overwhelming parliamentary
more than electoral hum~ug. He kI1ew his duty~ He
majority,' resigned; and there was installed, amid
went quietly.
the plaudits ot:. the millionaire. press, the Douroergue
Therewith the· whole card-castle of bourgeois'
Government of National Concentration, with the semidemocracy,
of the "democratic" defense against Falr
fascist Tardieu in a strategic positfon in its
clsm, . of ."democracy versus dict~torshlp," or the!
midst. '
.
wbole Social Democratic Jine, caine 'tumbUng down.
How.... did this happeQ.? . Why this suddell; surrender
'of the legal Government with a parliamentru-y majori- i The line of the "Left Cartel," of the French Social:'
ty before the first Fascist street-offenslve? This . ist Party; of the parllamentary-democratic:, "defense" .
'question is Of crucial importance 'for all the West-. against Fascism, was proved once again only to have
smoothed the way for the advance of Fascism, for a'
ern "democratic" countries, where confidence in
Government of the Rig,ht, for intensified dictator- . I
"democratic institutions" as the defense against
ship against the workers--so much so that the SoFascism is stiil preached.
'.
',' .
cialist Party, after the damning exposure of FebruWhy did Daladi,er, "champion of dempcracy" and
ary6,was oompelled to make a show in words ofchosen representative Of French Sociruism, immedi-"
calling for the, united' front arid supporting the
ately resign before the Fascist extra-parliamentary
general strike against Fascism, when it was no long-'
offensive? Where, then, was the "sovereignty of
er
possible to hold back. the workers with the "demoParliament,~ "law and order," the· "will of the eleccratic" deception. ' . '
.
tars," and all, the paper. paraphernalia of bourgeois
In, his speech of apologia to his constitu~nts on
democracy? ,Flown 'to the winds, as soon as "finance:-,
. capital gave' the 'orC\er in the opposite direction. . April 8- Daladier admitted that he w\as aware that a
The parliamentary majority might vote one thing; but' '. full counterrevolutionary coup was being prepared
.'.
.
finance-capital ordered another, and fmance-capital , for February 6:
. The Fascist organizations were. mobilIzed to
was obeyed, including by the repreSentatives of thai'
force an entry into the Chamber, to proclaim
parliamentary majority.
'
the fall of parliament and to ,impose a .dicta- .
. The Daladier, Government is~ued ap: explanation
torship~
Authentic document~ proving this,
that it resigned "to avoid furt~er' bloodshed": ,
direct'
appeals,
to insurrection, have been
The Government, while responsible ~or the .•
.
'
placed in the hands of the Commission of En\
malntenance of order,decli?ed ,to ensure it by
. q,uiry.:
.
, the employment of exceptional means, which
WhY.
then,
.
did
the
Left-Democratic'
Government,
might result in severer. repressive action ,and
further bloodshed. 'The ·Government had "no wish' with this information in its hands, take no acfton?
'Why did these "democrats," so merciless and rigorous
to use· soldiers, against' the demonstrators, and
against the slightest sign of' Cqmmunist activity,
for that reason had laid down office. .
making
arrest~ and suppression right and left, nt;>t
The transparent hypocrisy of the ,"explanation" is
.lay a finger on the, Fascist press :which was openly
manifest~ As if any French bourgeois Government had
calling to insUrrection? He has no answer. . On the
,ever hesitated to use the utmost violence against
contrary, he is anxious to show that no ·~erious
working..:.class demonstrators, not merely using' solmeasure of defense was takeI:t:.·
diers against tb,em, but .oiganizirig oomplete military
Jt has been established that at no· point was
operations against them, . as was done on the night of
any order to fire .given by the Gov,ernment. Not
the far more serious fighting of February 9, . amid
a single. machine-gun, not a single repeatingthe applause of, the 'entire .bourgeois press.".
rifle was iIi the hands of the "Gardes Mobiles"
Da).adier resigned, not beCauSe he was a' pacifist,
or of the police. .
".
. I'
but . because he. was . a puppet of finance-capital ~
W.hy did the Government, chosen by the parliaoould do no other. Daladier. resigned because he was
comPelled by the real ruling. forces of the State, in . mentary majority, take no steps to 'm.aintain itself
relation fo Which a parliamentary majority was a .. against Fasclsm,but', instead resign at once, despite
itspat1iamentary majorIty? He admits that this
mete stage-play. What else oould he do? E~en had
9uestioil is perplexing "republican opinion":
.
he had' the 'will to fight, he had no forces. The
\.
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Republican apinloQ, is 'f ..a.m(lZ~ that the Gov.,.
the ,Government. 23,000 traops and 14,000 police
ernmentshauld have tes.1gned an February 7
were cal1ed into' actian against the warkers.
instead, ofmaintairilng, Jts~lf in power, since
. In cantrast ~o Tuesday night (February 6),
it had the majarity in par:liament.
.when the pallce afferedanly half-hearted reHe -has, no auswer. He ,fumbles aJ;ld stumbles over the
sistance to' the Fascist and Royalist rioters
qu.~stion.
-He accuses fellow-ininisters of having
till it was tao. late; the city was turned into'
wanted to give way.
He'~accuses the President' of
an· armed camp.
(Daily Herald, February 10,
1934.)
,
having insisted on ,hIs resignation.
H~ hint~ at
legal difficulties in the way of taking any effecThe capitalist dictatarship had no. scruples naw
tive measures, -of making attests, - of proclaiming'
to' I"emplay exceptianal means" ar "use saldiers amartial law: ·would·the President have signed the
gainst ,thedemanstratars." Blit· the strength af the
decrees, . or would parliament ,have supported him? As
work.ing~l?SSresistance' was such that it, was sucif there should have been:a.moment's difficulty or
cessful to' give pause to' the first' wave af the
hesi tatioo to carry through ,any steps whatever, if
Fascist attack.
-. This was still, further shawn in the country-wide'
it had been workers, aod not Fascists, who had
advanced in armed formation to burn down Government
General Strike' af February 12. The Cammunist slagan
buildings, invade the Chainber and proclaim a dicta.:.
far the 24 haurs general strike received such wide
torship. Finally he ends wIth the old lame exc~
mass support that the refarmist unians were campellIt seemed I:letter to' resign .than to risk-any
ed formally to take it up, even ,thaugh they tried to'
.. ' further, spill'ing-:nf blood..,
'
sabatage its executian, gaing so far as to', turn it
in their octual instructians (The rail waymen) into' a
Thus the swan song of parliamentary democracy, the.
regime of blapd,agalnst th,e workers, of bloodshed
"fifteen minutes" ar even "aUfi' minute" strike.
But
unlimited in Imperialist war; put toothless - aWl
the ,Strike and the accompanying united front demanstrations wan averwhelming &uppart thraughout the
helpless against Fascism and .r:eaction. On. February,
6-7, 1934, parliamentary democracy in' France sigQ.ed
cauntry.
The true path af the struggl~ 'against
its death-warrant.
fascism was thlis shawn. The rising strength af the
The Fascist-Rayalist demonStrations af February-6
united' working~lass front af struggle in France was_
were in reality only the preliminary affensive' of
laid bare as the sol~ power af the fight against the
the reactian to conceal and defeat the real rISing
rising Fascist affensive af French finance-capital.
mavement af mass4scontent, the rising movement of
,The Gavernment af Natianal Cancentratian in
the working Class,against which a Governme~t of
France ~s thus revealed. as a typical transitian
intensified dictatorship was required. Hence the
Gavernment af the advance to' Fascism. Its functians
may be summed up: first, by the concentratian af
peculiar character of the maneuver which installed
all forces to counter and defeat the rising wave af
the Government of Nationai Concentration.
"
The full significance, of thIs process--first, the
warking-class discantent; secand, In' view af the
preliminary preparations under cover of the "Left" _ strength 0f the'warking-class resistance, to' caver
DaladierGovernment, and the military massing of
the tOQ apen Fascist designs with a shaw af "apartillery and troops by. this Government. with the, peasement" and "safeguarding" af parliamentary democratiC:: institutians;, third, to' carry thraugh the
support of the SocIalists, and then, at the critical
heavy affensive against the working class required
moment, the replacement· of this Governrnent by a
Right Government af Natianal'; Concentration-was laid
by flnance-capital, as shawn in the cuts' campaign; andfaurth, to' pravide the caver under which the
bare in the days fallawing F~ruary 6, as the war~ing class came "increasingly' ,into' actian.
'
Fascist forces can 'carry farward their preparations
far a further' assault.
'
The battles of· Friday, February·9, when the .ComTo(b~y the Fascist and Rayalist 'farces are activ~
munist,demanstratian had beep", banned by the Government, and the workers fought f9r possession of the· ly carrying farward their armed preparatians, and
speak apenly af a. future coup.
The signs point to'
streets" enannausly exceeded in their range February
critfcal'canfUcts in the near future in France. <>
6, and were turned Into a full military operation by
I
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Bath the, pragram .,and the,-explanatory remarks
belaw are taker:t fram the 1941 book The Fall of the
French Republic_" by D.N. PrJtt., .
,
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The preamble of the Program demands ran as fal-

laws:
'The pragram of the immediate demands that the
Rassemblement Papulaire' publishes today is the te-'
suIt af a unanimous agreement between the ten,arganizations represented an the National Cammittee of
the Rassemblement: . Ugue des Draits de l'Hamme,
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(a) which, will make possible' the effec. ,
tive represstqn of slander and blackmail;
(b) whidJ will 'guarantee normal· means' of
exIstence to journals, which' will compel them to
pubUSh the source of "their finance, .which will end·
the private monopolies of commercial publicity, and
the . sca,ndals of fInancial' pub llci ty , and which,
flmilly, wifl prevent the formation of a. Press
trust.
'
(ill) The org'anlzation of State broadcasting
messages, with. the aim of ensuring the accUracy of
It should be ootecf that this was no. parliamentary
information and the equality of 'POlitical and social
combination oniy, but contained the two great trade
organizations at( the microphone.
union federatIons, one of them, the C.G.T., friendly
(e) ·Trade Union Liberties
with. the Socialist, and the other, the 'C.G.T.U.,.
nr-ApplicatloQ. and observance of trade
with' the COmmunist Party. Thi.s· was remarkable not
"
.
merely' as a sign of unity but also because the whole _, union rights for aU;
(H) , Observance of factory legislation con:"
tradition of French trade unionism, unlike that of·
cerning women~
Britain, had been againstpartidpat~on' In, parlia(f) Education and' Freedom of Conscience
mentary politics. . [I.e. it was remarkable that they
(I) To safeguard . the deVelopment of public
Despite ~ritt's
endorsed a parliamentary pact.
education, not' only by the necessary grants, but
remark to the contrary, this pact was basically a
parliamentarY paCt. - WAS] Four other organizaalso by reforms such as the extens!on of ,compulsory .
attendance ,;at school up to -the age' of fourteen, and
tions join~lrig this program were also aloof from'
party politics.~ The program': continQed: .
~
in . secol!dary education, the proper selection of
pupUs as an essential accompanIment of grants.
"The program is directly inspired by .the watch(U) To guarantee to all concerned, pupils
and teachers, full freedom of conscience, particu. wprds of the- 14th July. These parties and. organizations representing .millions of human beings who have
larly by ensuring the neutrality of education, its
. sw'ornto remaiQ united, in accordance with their
non-religioUs character, and the civic rights of the
teaching staff.
'
oath,' 'to defend democratic freedom, . to. give bread
(g) 'Colonial territories'
to the workers, work to the young, . and peace to
humanity as a whole', have together sought the pr~c
Th~ settIng up of a Parliamentary Commission
of Enquiry Into the political, economic and', cultural
tical means of common, immediate,. and ... continuous'
action.
This program 1s voluntarflyllmited to -" situation' In France's overseas territories,' espemeasures 'that can· be 'immediately appUe.d•. The Naclally in F:rench North Mrica and Indo-China. "
tional Committee wishes everr.· party and organization
belonging .to the R~mblemeni: Popula1re to joIn'" In
The next section of the Program, dealing with the
this common action' without abandonIng their own
defense of, peace, ran as ~ollows:
principles, doctrInes, or utUmate ·objectives •••• "
,
"(A) Appeal' to the people~ and particularly to the
The program was in two' parts -. pOlitical demands . 'Yorking masses, for collaboration In the maintenance
'
and or.ganlzatlon of' peace. .
and economic demands.. . The political demands began
(B) International ,collaboration- within the framewith:
work of the League -of Nations for collective securi- /
, by defJning the aggressor and by the automatic
"(I) DEFENSE OF LIBERTY
. (a) General, Ainnesty.
.
\
and j6~nt. application of sanctions [n cases of aggression.
. :
'
(b) .Against· the Fascist .L~es,
(i) .' Effective disarmament atili dissolli~ion' of,' (C) A ceaseless endeavor .to pass from armed peace
semi-military formatJons, in accordance with the . to disarmed peace, first by a convention of limita,law.
tion, and then by the general, simult,aneous, and
.
(ii) The putting into for.ce of legal enacteffectively controlled· reduction of armaments.
ments In cases of incitement to murder or of at(D) .Nat~onalization of the war industries '. and suptempts endangering the safety of the State.'
. pression of· private trade In arms.
(c) , The cieansing of public Ufe, especially '. (E) Repudiation of. secret diplomacy;.' international
through the enforcement of parliamentarY disqualiflaction and. public negothitfons to bring' back to
. cations (i.e. inability of deputies' to' hold certain
Geneva the states whlchhave left it, without weak-'
~nIng the constituent principles of the League of
offices).
,
(d) The Fress
~ations; collective sec'urlty·~nd indivisible peace.
(1) Repeal of' the infamous laws and decr&s
(F) Siinplification of the' procedure provided in the
restricting free,dom of opinion
League of Nations Covenant for the pacific' adjust(ii) Reform of. the Press ,by the adoption of'
ment of treaties, which are dangerous to the peace
of the world.,
legislative <measures
.
[League for the Rights of Man), COmite dev.igilance
des .intellectuels anti-fascistes, C0!I1ite mondiel
contre Ie Fascisme and Ie Guerre (Amsterdam-Pleyel)
[World COmmittee Against Fascism. and War], Mouvement
d'anciens Combattants[Veterans' Movement), the
Radical Party, the SocIalist Party, . the COmmunist
,Party, the 'BOciaIIst-Republican· Union, the Confederation Generate du Travail,' and the Confederation
Generale du Travail Unitaire. ~ 0" "

"

"

.1\
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(G), Extension, especially in 'Eastern and Central
Europe, of the system of pact{! open to all nations,

II. Against the robbery of savings and for a better
organization of credit
OU the lines of the Franco-Soviet Pa~."
(a) Regulation of banking business.
(b) Regulation of ,balance ,$eets issued by banl<s
The Economic Demands. began with the "rest~rat~on
and limited liability companies.
of purchasing power destroyed or reduced by the'
\(c) Further regulation of the powers of direct::'.
, crisis", and were in three parts, the first appeal.., , ors of companies. : "
,
'
irig mainly to the working-class, the second to the
(d) Prohibition of State servants who have repeasantry, aT\d the thir.d, to all opponents of the
tired,' or' are on the reserved list, from being
finance oligarchy and its tricks. ,They ran .as folmembers of boards of directors' of companies~
lows:
'
(e) . In order to ,remove credit and savings from
the control of the economic, oligarchy, to transform
"1: Restoration of pui"chasing power destroyed or
the Banqqe de France, now a privately owned bank,
reduced by the crisis. Against ~mployment and the: 'into the Banque de la France (i.e. to nationalize
crisis in. in.dustry.
it).
.
(a) The establishment of a national unemployment }
(f) . Abolition of the. Council of, Regents of the
fu~.
.
. Bank of Ftance..
(b) Reduction of' the working week without reduc'. (g) . ExteQSion of the powers of the Governor of
.'
".
,
the Bank of France,' under permanent control of a
tion l of weekly wages.
(c) Drawing young workers into emplo!Ylllent by
council- composed of representatives qf the executive
,establishing a ·system of adequate·, pensioJ]S 'for 'aged,
authority, and representatives of the main organized
workers.'
,
'
,
, forces of labor and of Industrial, commercial, and-;·
(d) , The rapid ~ out of a sCheme of iargeagrict1ltural activity••
, (f) Conversion of the capital of 'the bank ,into
scale works of public utility" 'both ,urban and rtU"al,
linking local savings with 'schemes financed by the
boll,ds, with :measureS to safeguard the interests of
'State and municipalities.,
. .
small, holders.

.

,

Against the agricultural .am oom~ aisls
,(a) Revision of prices of agricultural' produce,
combined with a fight against speculation and high
prices~ so as 'to .'redu~ the gap between ,wholesale
and retail prices.
(b) In order to put an end to the levies taken
by speculators from both producers and consumers,
the setting up of a National Grain' Board represent.;.
ing all sections concerned.
"
.
Support for agricultural co-operatives,
(c)
supply of fertilizers at cost price by the National
Boards for Nitrogen and Potash, control and certification of sales of superphosphates and other ferti":
llzers, extension of agricultural credits, reduction
of leasehold rents. '
(d) Suspension of di~train~s' and the I'egulatio,n'
.
, of. debt repayments.
(e) P?nding the complete and earliest possible
removal of all theinjuSti~ inflicted, by the eqOIl-omy decrees, the immediate rep&! of measures af...
,fecting those groups whose conditions of Ufe has
been most severely endangered' by these ,~ecrees.
0

IJI. ' Against'· Financial Corruption
" (a) Control of, the trade in armaments, in COIl-jUnction with' the nationaliJ;ation of war industries.
(b) Abolition qf waste in armaments' and military
'~epartments. " ".'
"
'
(c) The setting up of a W,ar Pensions Fund.
(d) Democratic reform of the tax system 00 as to
relax the fiscal bur,den with a view to economic
reviv~l,
and. ,the finding of financial resources
through measures directed against large fortunes
(rapid steepening of the ralles of ,tax on incomes 'of
over 75",000 'francs ...;:. reor:gani?:ation of death-duties., taxation of monopoly profits in such a way as
to prevent any repercussions on the prices paid by
consumers).
I
(e) Prevention of fraud in connection with
transferable secur:ities.
,
(f) Control of exports of capital, and. punish,..
ment for evasion by 'the - nibst rigorous measures" up
to 'dIe confiscation of property concealed abroad of
or its equivalent value !in France. "
<>
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RESUL TS OF THE 1936, ELECTIONS

The following passage and footnote on the' electron figures is taken ,from, D.N. Pritt'S 1941 book
.
Itfhe Fall' of the French ReJ>9blic".
The result of the ballots held 'at the end of

,"

April and the beginning of May 1936 was a sweeping
victory for the parties of the Popular Front. Out
of soine 618, seats, 378 fell to the Popular Front; ,of
the remainder the Right Wing parti~ gained at the
expense of the. <;enter PartIeS.
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The actual figures ,are as follows:
NewChamber Old Chamber
Conservatives U.R.D.(Marin Group) ,
Right:
and Popular, Democrats
(Catboli<j!) •••• 122
105"
Center: . (Left RepUblicans and lndependent
'Radicals) •••••• 116
164
158
Radicals •••••• ••• 116
Left:
Socialist Union (Paul.,Boncour)
and other small Left
Parties .•• ~..... . 36
66
101 ~
Socialists . ,;.. •• •• 146
10
Communists ••••••• 72
11
Others' •••••••••••
10

1936'
1932
Right Groups •••••••••••••
2,254,000
2,262,000
Center Groups ............. ,l,~38,OOO
2,225,000
1,805,000
Radicals ~................ 1,461,000
Small Left -Groups •••.•••••
518,000
511,000
Socialists '••••••••••••• ~ •.. 1,922,000
1,931,000
Communists ••••••••••••••• '1,503,000.
794,000
Others •••••••••••••••••••
. 95,000 .
, 85,000
Of the separate parties-because the above seven
groupings' include a large number of parties--the,
Socialists were first, one of the Right parties was
secoild, and the Communists were third. In the
partment .of the Seine,. Pads· and its immediate
neighborhood, the CommUnists with 300,000 votes .were
the sttong'estsingle party.
"

The table is taken from Alexander Werth1s DestiDx
of France, and while the vagueness of political
affiliation of some of the French Members of Parliament makes for a margin 6f -error, it ·can be, taken as
fairly correct. (*)
.
Tqe total votes .cast· were as follows:

/ (*) It should be mentioned that the Socialists, who
. are shown in this table as having 101 members in the
old Chamber, had secured -129 seats at the elections
.of that Chamber in 1932; their numbers had been
,reduced by. a subsequent. split a!Jd the formation of
the "Neo-Socialist" groUp, headed by .Deat and MaI"'-'
, quet, who have since turned, to. Fascism.!
<>

..
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- PROPOSALS FOR UNIFICATION BY THE PCF AND THE SFIO
\

- The following Is reproduced from The Communist, a
journal of the CPUSA, July 1937, pp. 675-680, where
. it appeared, under ,the title "For the United Party of
the ·Proletariat of France/Two documents on Unitylt

Confederation of Labor. The Frent:b Communist Party,
which is proud of having, by its perseverant effort$, ,brought the triumph of unity of action and
the People's Front in France, is at. the head of the'
struggle
for the, unity of the working class. As
--~~----------------------~---------------.
early as 1935 the Communist Party put forward a '
proposal for a conference to prepare a National
(At tfhe initiatIve of tire' Communist Party' of
Unity CongresS, for joint meetings of Communists and
France discussions" for .unity ,were begun between it
Socialists "and .for the transmission of the texts,'
and the French Socialist Party. As the statement, submitted to the .Unlflcation,Commission, to the
below exPlains, the' Communist Party proPosed ~ charorganizations of both. parties, in order .that the
ter for unity. After repeated requests this \v,!is.' members Qf both par~(es could be able to discuss
followed six months later by the SOGialist Party
with each' other the great problem of unity which
submitting proposals, but without having answered '> they haVe ~o sOlve and which they wllt solve. The
the questiQns raised in, the Com!Dunist drafh The
meetings of this sort which have been. held have
COmmunist Party, insistent upon securing unity, has
given the, best resl.1.1ts, and have greatly advanced
amplified its first propOSals and; submitted this new
,the cause" of unity__.
.
draft for unity to the Socialist Party for Gonsider'ConvInced that cJ.emoqratic discussion by the memation and discussion. The text of the first propoberships will advance th~ creation of the, united
sals' of the Communist Party w'as printed in The
party of the working class, the Communist Party/
Communist, February, 1936 (p.l71). The .amplificadesires to'~ present to the workers' the documents
"tion of this, as well. as the Socialist :partyis:
which may serve· as a .baSis ,for discussion on unity.
proposals are printed below, preceded by an explanaQJ May 29, 1935, the CommmWlt .Party presented 8.
tory excerpt from. a popular appeal for unity by the
proposed ,ClJarter of Unity to the Unlftcatioo C0mmIsCommimist Party of France. Discussions are contiIr
sion. After, repeated requests on the part of the
uing. -The Editors [of The Communist, writing in ,
Communist Party, and without having answered those...
1937J.)
,
questions raised in, this draft, the Socialist Party,
.
~
;,:.
on :November 21, 1935,. submitted a draft for harmony
From one end of France to the other, the wotking
and unification. _ Insistent.' on continuing its efpeople" are waiting for the establ.ishment.o( the
forts for ~ity, the Communist Party in its turn
Unity of .the ,working c1~ tbey are waiting, ~or th,e"
drew up a new draft for harmony and unification,
establishment of a united party. of the proletariat,
which waS submitted to the Socialist Party
Decemto follow the establishment of the united,' General
ber 29, 1936.
'
\

:.
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itself a part of ,a single party of the -w;orking,
class.

*

I

Proposed 01arter for ~00y and UnifIcation Submit.:.
ted by the QmnmmiSt Party on Decembet~, 1936,

m.
,

\'

"

'

"The ~ted ~ of the ProletarIat, an implacable defender of peace, proclaims that, in case, of
imperialist war' there is no national defense for the
proletarians. ,In case imperialist war,' does break
out, in spite of their efforts, they are' duty-bound,
in the spirit Of the Stuttgart Resolution [referring
to' the resolution on. "MilitarIsm and International
Conflicts" of the 7th Congress of the Second International, held August ~8-24, 1907 in Stuttgart,
GeI1l}fl.ny], to work to m8ke it end in the ..defeat of ,
the capitalist war-:instigators and f, the advent of
proletarian power.
'
'
The ,UDite4' Party: of the Proletariat places the
'Struggle for peace in the forefront of its political
tasks; it wages a camp~:tign against international
fascism~ the instigator :of war; and proclaims that
in the case' of a war 'directed against a\ cocintry in
which there is a' proletarian government or, a 'demoQratic' govermn.ent, victim to a fascist aggression,
the toilers must refuse to fight, against their attacked b~others.
They must fight against .every
attempt to deprive the armies of freedom of the
,means of. self-defense, and they ~reduty-bound to
join their efforts with the efforts " of ithese armies.

(Amplifying ,the proposed charter of unity of the
Communist, Party, submitted May 29, 1935.)

L

The Defense 'of Peace

Goal and Methods'
, "I ,

~ The UnIted' Party of the PrOletariat .adopts as its

goal the socialization of the' essential means of
production ~~ exchange,' that is, the transformation, I
of capitalist, society into collectivist or commuflist
soc\ety.·
"
The ,United Party of the, Proletariat works toward
the abolition of tl;le dictatorship ,of capital: and the'
establishment of a state asSuring power to the work-,
iog claSs in, order to smash the efforts of Cpunterrevolution and to ;prepare the' march towards' class-,
less society.
_
,
I'
The United PartY of the Proletariat defends not
,I0nly ,the immediate and future \interests of, the work,ers; it also defends. the day-to-day mterests of the
toiling peasants, the smaU sflOpkeepers, the intel;lectuals ,and the office workers. It works to unit~
the whole or the toilIng population in a single
struggle against capit~ism and for' the advent· of. ,a
society in which man will no longer be, exploited by'
,man.
"
\
IV.' The Defense of the Soviet UnIon
The UnIted Party of the Proletart8t,i which works:
'and Republican Spain
to fight and, destroy the 'capitalist system, the
generator of poverty ',and, wars, cannot allow ,within
I
its ranks' a policy of Sacred Union, which consists
The 'UnIted Party of the Proletariat supports the
in abandoning the interests of the masses of the i whole of the fconquests of the great October Revolupeople for the greater prQfit of the capitalist ',tion of 1971, the first victorious socialist revoluoligarchies. None of its members may participate in
'Fion in th~ ,world., 'It fights against those who
a government of Sacred Union, 'and members elected to'slander the, Union of Soviet Socialist ,Republics
'office are obligated to refuseto';,vote for military,
wherever they are, and does not admit them into its
credits destined for the prep,aration. of imperiallst
ranks..
.
the· United Party of the Proletariat supports with
wars, as-w;ell as to refuse to 'vote for the budget as r
all its might every movement for the liberation of
a whole requested by a government bf this nature.
the' peoples. "It likewise support~ the action of the
Jntematlonal COoperation and Actlon ; .
peoples;against
fasc;ism, and .proclaims it. to ;be !he
D.
.
•
1
duty of the toilers to support with utmost energy
the Spanish people in its defense against the atThe UnIted' Party of the Proletariat proclaims the'
tacks of international fascism, whose victory in
.ihdispensabilityof international, cooperadon and
Spain would imperil world peace.'
action of the workers. It is a member of an inter"
,"
I
'\
nationai organization whose goals,' and methods, ,correspond to its own, and whose members ev~rywh~re wage
a struggle conforming to these goals. It scrupu-'
The United Party of the Proletariat, taking into
,lously applies the' decisions adopted by internationaqcount "the lessons of the hist,ary of the labor
al congresses~
-, '
I
mbvement of the last twenty years, ,and of the exam- ,
I
The United Party of the Proletariat fights chaupIe of Soviet pO,wer, considers the dictatorship of
vinism and wages its struggles with the peoples of
the proletatiat to be the only .meims of wresting
all countries~ ,not only of the white race, ,but of
mankind ' from' the hOI'\ors of capitalism ,and of preall colors.' It desires that the proletarians of
paring the movement forward to class1ess society..
various countr.les~ united into' the same intmIationIn contradistinction to ,the fascist dictatorships,
al organization, prac~('.e the same policy of defense
which'mean the, subjugation of the masses of the
of the, present and future interests, of the working
class.
"
\ "
'
\ people, \ the dictatorship' of, the proletariat means
the establishment of genuine \democracy for the' to11The Unlted Party
the Proletariat cQnsiders
I

v.

i
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ing masses.~ This democracy assures to all toilersi
" The United Party of the Proletariat,
respectful
of both sexes from the age of eighteen years on '. of the independence jof the itrade union movement, is
duty-bound to defend trade union unitY, and to take
,'(workers, peasants,' .office employees, intellectu~ls,.
the severest measures agairist those of its members
soldiers' and sailors) th~. right to representation
who in .their writings or actions harm· this unity.
and to be elected to the organs of power, which must
The United Party of the Proletanat carries on
be the direct expression of' the masses' of the pedple
its activities in the sphere of legality ~ but: if the
of the city, , the countrYllide, " the factories, .. the
furious onslaughts of fascist reaction should preyards, the shops, the' farms, . the schools and univervent normal activity, it adopts forms enabling it to
sities, the units of' the' army and. navy. '
continue its work of eml'iQcipation.
the United, Party of ~ Proletariat will call 'the
The United Party of the Proletariat, the inheri.tolling . mas.ses to the administration of public aftor of the ,tradi-tions of struggle of the French·
fairs, in ordei" to prevent a~y offensive )-:etutn of
people, places itself on the terrain of revolutionthe money powers, and for the purpose of creating
ary MarXism, enriched by Lenin and Stalm. . It 'prothe conditions for the development of a true parliamentary democracy.
Thus it, works to .Rrepare ~~ . claims openly its objective as the liberation of all
mankind from capit'aUst slavery by the establishment
progressive disappearance. of the state with. the g~eil.
of collectivist or communist society.
.
of a communist society· in which. each, working ac. It inscribe$ on its' banner of struggle' for, libercording to his abilitie$, receives aGcording to "his
ation the immortal watchword of the CommtmIst ManineedS.
\
festo:
"
. "Workers of all lands,' unite!"
. VL l)emocratic Centralism
I

The Text of the Proposal of the Soc;iaU$l: Party
,
·The United Party o( the Prol~· in order, to
be fitted to fulfill its historic mission, adopts a
of France of November 21, 1935 fer
. . Harmanyand Unification .
centralizea structure. DiSCipline is the Slime for
,
all. No cak can be allowed of. violation pf Party
law, neither by parliamentarians dr promin~nt lead..;
The United Party of. the Proletariat is a class
party whose aim is the conquest of power for the
ers, nor by rank-and-filemembers.
I
To be a member of the Party, it is not enough to
purpose of socialization of the means of prociuction
and exchange, that is, the _transformation of capiqeclare one's agreement with the goam- and methods
of .the Party, one must wOfk for theapp~ication of
talist'society
into' a collectiVist. or communist
) '
society.
_
all decisions 'of the Party; dues, must be paid regularly, ,and .one' must not belong to. any other. politi..;
~ , The United JJarty of the Proletariat, whU~- workcal organization.
Decisions, taken after absolutely
ing for the. winning of immediate re~orms demanded by
free discussion, are obligatory for all. .
the working Iclass, . is 'not a party 'of reform, but a
party of class' struggle and revolution. . ,
.
The United Party of the Proletariat is founded on
democratic centralism(
Its poliCy' is determined in
. The United Party. of th~ Proletariat, works to
congresses by the whole membership. The 'leading
fight and destroy the .capitalist system. It cannot
organs are elected by general assemblies and conadmit a policy. of permanent and organic collaboragresses. They are required to give periodiC reports
tUm with bourgeois parties. It cannot seek parti- .
cipation in the government in bourgeois society.
of their actiVity to their constituents.
It
The decisions of the higher organs of the Party . rejects every effort. to ,mask the. constantly . growing
are obligatory for lower organs.
class antagoriisms for the Punx>se ,of _ facilitating an
alliance with bourgeois part;ies.
..
'
The central Committee of the i Party direCts the
. Even when. it utilizes secondary conflicts within
whole of the Party, the parliamentary 'group, the.
press, and is duty-bound to require from. all the
tb,e possessing class for the benefit of the toilers,
fulfillment· of -decisions.
Sinc ideological unity
or \ when' it combines .its action with that of another
is indiSPensable, all Party memoors must defend the
polit~cal p'arty for the defensEf of the rights and
same policy..
.
"
'.
Jnterests of the proletariat, it always remains a
The working class, to achieve . and consolidate its
party of fundamental and irreconcilable opp~sit1on . unity, must liberate itself fro'm the influences of . to the whole of the bourgeois' class and to the state
which is its instrument.·.
.
.
the capitalist enemy.
,
Members of the UI)it~d party of. the Proletariat
It rejects' methods which tend to maintain the
are those who have resolved to fight in· the vangOard
. ruling I class in power and thus 'assure the rule of
,'of the toiling 'population under· the banner of the
the bourgeoisie; consequently, it· refuses to' vote
dictatorship. of the proletati;:lt and proletarian
bourgeois governments military credits, credits for
tnternationalism.
coloni~ conquest, secret funds and the budget as a
whole.
'I,
i .
The United Party of the Proletariat, desirous of
organizmg the defense of .the toilers. at their place
The United Party Of the Proletariat knows that
of employment, adopts a form of organization correits goal can be attained only through' conquest of
sponding to the needs of action of the masses of the
power by' extreme ,strqggle against the bourgeoisie.
people in the enterprises as well 'as locally.
Only in this way can the bourgeois state be
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destroyed and replaced by the.. proletarian state,
*
*
*
through which wiII be expressed the dictatorship of
.
the working clasS for. t?he entire' period necessary to
. The United Party of the Proletariat is based· on
.
\
'democratic centralism.
.,crush the counter-revolution..
The United Party of·. the Proletariat accepts the
· • The .policy of the United Party of the ~letarlat
Marxist conception of the dictatorship .of the proI~
is d~termined by the Party itself deliberating in
its c()ngresses.
.
. tariat, as it figures in the Critique of the Gotha
Program: between capitalist and' communist society
These congresses are formed by delegates from the
lies a period of revolutionary .tra~formation of one
entire Party membership; their discussions are free,
to the other other. There corresponds also to this . as are those ··of the members themselves in the local
a political transition period, during \vhich the state
or . regional groups.
.. .
•
can be nothing else. than·. the revolutionary dictatorLeadership is, eXercised within the framework of'
ship of the proletariat~·
,the policy determined in this manner, by the central
The dictatorship. of . the prol~tariat, an . indispenorgans elected by the congresses.
sable stage towards the. social revolution, towards
· \ THe organs' of various ranks are elected· by the
corresponding assemblies.·
.
Classless society, assures to the revolutionary
forces the totality of political power. It must
. The decisions of the central, organs of the Party
mean a considerable extension of democracy. for the
binding for the regional and local organs.
_ The action of the parliamentary group, of all
people, ana at the same time a limitation of the
freedom of the exploiters and the oppressors of the
·members elected to office, and of the press, must be
in conformity with the policy determined by the
people.
Party ~ . The central organ- is instructed to assure
.*
."
this conformity.
*
* ,.
Freedom of .discussion is complete within . the
The United Party of the Proletariat rejects . all'
Party; for all forms of publication, there is only
one policy: that deliberated and decided upon by
p,olicies of collaboration. with the bourgeoisie,
the Party.
.
.
during war-time as during· peaG6-time~ .It _w:sS not
. While utilizing all legal methods for its delibtake the path of national Union or Sacred Union, in
any case or under any pretext. ~. . . .
. erated action, the Party will never let itself be
Its action continu~ to be guided by ·the .gener;al . halted 'in this action by the fetters of bourgeois
It must .adapt itself to all the' tasks'
legality.
-principles included in the Stuttgart ,resolution
-[referring to the 7th Congress of the Second Inter-'
which present themselves, to it with th~ idea of
raising to the maximum the revolutionary combativity
national of 1907, held at Stuttgart, Germany].
It will always be determined by .the higher inter- "of the working class.
. .
(Translated [for The Communist} by Herbert Rosen} <>;.
ests of the world proletariat.
.

'
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LESSONS OF· THE MAY DAY GENERAL STRIKE
FOR THE F1GHTAGAINST.
, .CONCESSIONS TODAY
,.
,

/

,

.

The following speecl1 was delivered at the MLP May
Day meeting in Chicago on. May 3.
.
'-..,

Comrades and' friends,
' .
.Tonigh't I- want to talk. aoout the May 1st· 1886
general strike for the eight hour day and what
lessons that strike holds for the fight today. against concessions in the lJirlted States.: .
IMBUE THE; MOVEMENT WITH
THE SPIRIT. OF 'CLASS STRUGGLE
. f

.

-\

Why' was. the May 1st. general· strike so important
that even -today, lQ9 years ,later, workers in coon:tries all over the world continue to celebrate it?
Why is it' that when the workers start to feel. their .
. potential st:rt:ingth, in any country-whether it be in
racist South Africa or death squad EI Salvador-when .

the workers start to sense their power as a class,
they choose May. 1st to come, out in strikes and
protests; they choose May 1st to demonstrate their
class solidarity?
'
One reason is that the general strike on May 1st
100 years ago brought out into starK relief the fact .
that modern-day capitalist society is split into two
h()Stile, warring camps. It showed that the workers--no ,matter- where they worked or wher~ they
liv.ed, ,no matter what langUage they spoke or what
color their skin, no matter if they were employed or
waIkingthe . streets without work, no matter-they
formed a: single class of· exploited' wage slaves. And.
what is' more, it showed tliat working class is not
meant to foreVer; suffer from torment to torment, but

_

die

w<ddng

claSs lepesents a power In Its own

right, a power If It stan¢; In class struggle against the tyrants. of capital.
The strike movement that led to the May Day

~

,

··r·

.
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general strike actually broke out the year before
and grew increasingly more, militant.
TIie workers
frequently resorted' to a form of factory occupation,
called a "boycott" and there were frequent battles
with .the Pinkerton company' goonsquads and the p0lice. Through a series- of defeats ifi their. scatterE!<i
\ and isolated strikes a feeling grew - up among the'
i workers that only a common strike could brIng them
victory.
, Class Unity

spread' across the .country' like lighting and shattered the idle fantasies of the American money grut)..
bers.
The mass movement of the workers' at times ad':"
vances and at times is ·set back. But with every
setback, /th~ prophe~ of <hom' appear wittIo the workers movement to proclaim :its death and to call on
the class, conscl~ workers to, put aside their silly
notions of the cla~> struggle, to. 'become realistic,
to rec:;oncile with the sellouts and traitors, tc;> make
their peace 'with the. living hell of capitalJst exploitation. In the last numl;>er of Ybars the work,..
ers" movement has suffered a I terrible set back.· \ But
it will, sooner 6r later, bUrst forth again and,' as·
it did in 1,886,' it will sweep away the prophetS of
despair and set before the' workers, ~ain the flghtlng tasks of the revolutionary chiss.
'
I

. Thus by 'May 1st we see an amazing unity, where.
-all the questions once thought to divide tile worker
-whether natiQnality' and language or amount of
skill or 'location--all these questions were s,et
aside for the Common goal. ,The, general' strike that
began on May 1 spread throtlgh all the major indus- I ,.
The Struggle Today
trial centers of the country ~ Great marches were
held through the Cities eventually bringing nearly
350,000 workers into motiOn, almost 200,000 of them
EVen now we can begin to see ·the :embryo of the
striking. 'Th~ strike' was spread, with roving pick- ,class struggle that's developing in the still small
ets, at times reaching up to several, thousand work-and scattered struggles that are breaking out today.
ers marching; from plant to plant call1ng o~t their
. Anyone who hasfbeen down to the picket'lines can
class brothers. Battles with company goons, city
see in the workers' grumbling the 'sense of common
police, and state militias soon broke olit. Arid it"
grievanceS that is toClay arising. Haven't you heard
was only, with scores of strikers killed, their lead,..
. the workers :recoUnt how the concessions fever has
ers arrested, and their picket lines brutally crush-· J spread to every~dustry, to the offices, and hospied that the strike finally recede~.
~1s, and, plblic sector?
And haven't 'you heard the
, : w p r k e r s recount the history of the capitalists, conPtopbets of Doom. Can't See the Struggle , '
cessions' drive from the 1979 senout contract at
"Ibat Is. ArisIng Undel" 1beIr Very Noses
Chrysler, to R~'s crushing of the PATCO strike,
. '
I to the National Guard being called out at Hormel?
Now we have heard the complaint from lflrious
And what about the growing impulse to uirlty? :
quarters--such as from the demoralized sects, like
Didn't 17,QOO workers from workplaces 'all over ,Chithe· OMLWP to the main, stream trotskyite and ~viscago come out in solidarity with the Tribune striionist 'liquidators-that, well, all of that was fine
kers. 4Itd· what about the· longshoreman. that refuse
tol load Hormel cargo, or the 30,000 ,West Coast
for 1886, but what about today? . The~workers move-'
ment is weak; it's suffering one set back after
meatpackers calling for the expulsion of the strike
another; concessions are still being rammed down the
'b~ head of Ithe meatpackers Union, or the 5,000~
workers throats in o~ industry after ~ther; there
who traveled' across the country to Austin Minneso,ta
is hardly anybody in the.. U.S. who even remembers the 'to show fa:ce-to-face their support, for the Hormel'
May 1st general strike; aoo the few who ,do' are .too
strikers?, These are the signs that the workers'
small to amount to anything.
movement is once again rearing its head. '
.- Such demoralized thinking fails to un~tand. tqe'
Now. it i~' true that the conscious' force, the
ebbs and flows of the workers' movement and· fails to
Marxist-Leninist force, in the JiIlovement: is still
seethe struggle that is arisIng under their very
small.
But it haS an essential role to play. It is
noses.
\
up to us to brIng r~volutionary class consciousness
Remember that. it was only a few years before the ' to the- movement. It Is up to us to \ build up that
1886 general strJke ,that the emerging work~ move- - organization which, when-the .movement b~ out. fn
ment had been crushed.' There were almost nO unions
force, <:an lead the workers to beat back the con~or, other organizfltions of the workers., Those that
sipns and to go_forward to, resolve in, a revolution-.
did exist were small and weak, tended to onlyinCor-' ary way all· the der;nands of the work~ against this
porate the most skiiled workers, and they did not . rotten system of capitalist exploitation. It is. up
pursue a fightJ:ng policy.; Remember that before
to us to imbue' the movement with the spirit of May
1886 th£! prevalent opinion that held sway' in tpe'
Day.
'
U.S• . waS that Pimerica was just. diffetent, that It
AGAINST TIlE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
had avoided the division into class'es, that it, had
esca~ the class struggle, and that I every~e could
But to Imb~ the workers~ movement with spirit of
simply move forward in harmony, together into. the
class struggle, to inspire it with the spirit of May
American dream.
Day, requires struggle.
Brit the eight hour day movement burst out and
I

.
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'TheReaganlte Version of, May Day ,

The American bourgeoisie has tried, to bury' May
Dayan together. Through an agreement with the
sellout leaders of the AFL-CIO the U.S. ,government
switched labor day, to September; and May Day. ,~
stead' of a celeQ~ation 'of the International class
struggle. became ,National Law pay; a celebratton of
the, ,"law and order", tyrariny of the capitalists over
the workers. '
'
,
,.
Indeed this year, Reagan has gone so far as to
declare May 1st to be National Prayer Day. And I
expect he is praying right now that the workers
won't defy his "law and order" and take to the
streets in rebeIIion.
,

.

-who presided over the house-by-house searclles, the
arrests' of the strike, leaders and other militants,
the attacks. on the headquartet-s of the workers organizations, the suppression of the socialist newspapers.
.
'
,Reagan was oot the first to unleash the bogey man
()f "international terrorism" to attack the revolutlonarymovement. Oh no, bi 1886 in Chicago the clY
went out against fictitious "foreign terrorists" who
were supposedly out ,to destroy Amedca. And it was
the so-called ,friend of labor, the Mayor of Chicago,
who implemented the suppressioo. of the workers move. ment under this hysterIa.
And What of the Reformist Mayor of 01lcag0 Today?

And it Is no different today. Harold· Washing,;.
ton. ChIcago's Democratic Party Mayor, is the friend
of labor we ara told. Why t he even supports the
But there is another section of the capita.list
polIticians' who have decided to try to kill May Day \ Haymarket Centennial this year. [But the 'day after
this speech' was given, when the official Haymarket
with kindness. Some of the Ubera'l Democrats-Centennial was held, Wasbington instead attended the'
Harold Washington., Paul Simon and there Uk-.Jiave
" joined wIth some' unIon ,bureaucrats and their Oppor- , Qrlnual' anti-May Day rally of the Chicago police
tunist fellow tr~velers to commemorate what they
~e~artment, thus follOWing in the: footsteps of Mayor
Carter Harrison. - WAS]"
call the ''Haymarket Centennial!'.
" '13pt 'It was Harold WashIngton w110 unleashed the
But is this a, celebration of the class struggle?
Not 011 ¥ourlife. They want to turn May Day Into _ police against the Chicago Tribune strikers once
their protests went beyond tame hand wrInging and
something tame, into library lectures and picnIcs.
tbey,and other workers in solidarity with them,
into something devoid of the class, Struggle, •~void
of the interests. and aims, of the working Class.
trl8!i 'to Clefend'their picket lines and shut down the
Tribune operations. And, for another example of
Instead of the class struggle' against the capItalwhat can he expect from the liberals, once the
ists, they want to make May Day a celebration of
subordinating the w;orkers to the lying Democratic ' Hormel strike',_had beCoine a national rallying point
for, tfle fight against the capitalists' concessions
Party politicians and to the the unionbureaucr~ts
who prop the, Democrats up.
. ",
,
drive, wasn't it the Democratic Party's governor of
Mlrinesotawho sent the- National Guard to smash the
Hor'fllelstrikers' pIcket line. '
The Mayor "Friend of Labor" In May Day
The fact is that, whenever the capitalists .really
You can get aA idea ,of what these characters are
feel threatened, not only the open reactionaries,
but also the bourgeoiS "friends of labor", rally to
up to by reading the way they relate the history of
the., 1886 general strike in their fancy/ brocbures.' the capitalists side. They unleash the police, the,
national guard, the courts, and all of their instruDid you know that In Chicago in 1886 there was a
ments of repression against the' workers. This is a
mayor who was a friend of the, workers? Well, that's
lessOn of May Day. It means that towage the class
what they say.
,
strngglewe must fight not oniy the open Reaganites
Why, according to them" Mayor Carter HjUTison not
btit also the Democrats; we must fight the bi-p'artionly granted ,permission 'for the' ,Haymarket protest on
May 4th 1886, ,he even went to the' protest himself to ,g~l1l offensive of ,the capitalists against the work-,
ers; 'we must C?rganize the, workers movement into an
make sure the,r~ would be rio trouble. If you wOrider
independent revolutionary force.
why he slipped off before 'the police arrived to
aut, the organizers of the Haymarket gentennial
attack the workers,' w~are told" he had gone to tell
want to bury this lesson. And so 00 other so-called
the chief of poliCe that there was 00 trouble at the
left' leaders of the union movement. After the Naraliy and -no' need for police force. Why. if you
tional Guard attaCked the Hormel strikers there was
listen to the Centennial historians, this man \yas" ~
a big solidarity rally in Austin. rhere Jim Guyveritable saint. 'If only the workers had rei ted on
him, theIr' grievances, 'would have easily' been! solved.
ette, the leader of the Local P-9 strikersJdid not
'call for the development of the class struggle aBut what the nCentennial~ historians, don't\ men.
gainst, the 'capitali'sts. No, instead he told the
tion is that this same mayor is the one who' unI¢ashworkers to fight to restore the traditions of that
ed the reign of terror against ,the eight-hour day
lying liberal Hubert Humphrey to the Democratic
, movement. - Claiming that, the Haymarket, prot~t had
Party. 'Don't fight the Democratic Party that just
proved "dangerous", he l~' the" one that, ordered the
sent the National Guard to crush you, but try to
police, to break up all' crowds of workers, all demonpush' them to the left.' That's what Guyett~and his
strations, and all rallies. He ,is the one in Chicago
The
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ilk think. We are up against such "leaders" when we.

fight to imbue the movel1lent with the spirit of the
class struggle, with. the inspiration of May Day.
.

.

AGAINST THE UNION BUREAUCRATS
The Centennial historians have also been out to
spruce. up the dirty history 'of the tr,ade union
bureaucrats. Why they never Q.re· of repeating .that
it was the AFL that called the May, Day strike, as if
the AFL leaders were really/ \:l1e leaders ;:iIJdorganizers of that great clas~ bl~ttle.
"

The AFL.Leader.; Betrayed the Qigioal May .Day,

The ,~t$. of Capitalism Were
; Capable Leaders of·the 8 ~Mwement .

d.eAbt

.
. .
. .
"
There is another lesson here'" as well. It was .the
But 'the AFL leaders played no such grand role.'
revolutionary opponents of capitalism --' those who
. While it is true that an organizatiQn that direqtly
saw farther,tbosewho ,·fought for the eight hour day
preCeded the AFL called fOl: the May. Day' action, they
as part of the all round struggle against the capi:had nothing to do with organizing it •. Indeed, the
,talist class, those who attempted·,touse the' eight
,hour day fight as a lever to build, up the revoluvast majority of the leaders pf the craft unions,
whiCh were all that then made up the AFL, refused to
tionary movement olthe working class -- it was
support the resolution for the May Day action., Arid
them, the c1ass-conscious .activists,:·who were the
most capable and, ,successful· leaders, of the eight
later the AFL betrayed the movement altogether~
·hour movement.
' .
,
splitting up the workers by renouncing·· the next
general strike called for 1890' and limiting the
We must learn this lesson well~. ,The fight astrike to a single union. And ,then, the next year,
gainst .co.ilcessions must be' fought or the workers
they even refused to support the Bakers· when they
will 'be smashed. But the perspective for the fight
went· on strike for the eight hour day.
should not be limited to' nickels and dimes. The
Th~ AFL leaders were.no more the champions of t~e
anti-conce$Sions batUeS will have the most success
May Day general strike than .they are the leader& of
if 'they are imbued with the spirit of class struggle
the workers today. No, they are· class traitors . ~d
· and if they are led by those with revolutionary
saboteurs out to systentatically break up the workers' :class consciousness. The fight against. concessions
unity .and disorganiie the workersstrugg~e.
must be ,used to rally the workers ,to the class
struggle; .it must be a lever to build up .the revolutionary workers movement.
May Day Succeeded Despite and J.\gainst
the Reformist Union Bureaucrats
Today It is the ~-Leninists ,:,
WOO 01ampi0n the W<Xirers' Cause .
The succeSs of the May Day general strike was not
because of the AFL leadership, but in spite of. it.
All across the country therank-and-file workers
It is 100 years since. the 1886 generaL strike •
. simply by-passed the reformist leaders. Wh~n the . And today it is the. ;Marxist-Leninists .who are the
head or the Knights of Labor declared against·, the
most far-5ighted champions of 't4e workers cause; it
May Day strike and even suspended all orgaoizingof
is .the Marxist-Leninists who are fightIng every day
local branches of the' Knights of Labor, the workers
to inspire the workers' movement with the spirit of
May Day.
.
.
went on organizing branches anyway and went on preparing for the general strike.
,
We have heard' the whining of the revisionist
Imdeed, Chicago became, the center of the.general ' liquidators about how. small and weak are. the Marxstrike precisely because th,e rank-and-file workers
ist-Leninist forces today. But·· if we are no threat,
here broke away from .the old union bosses.' ',The
why has the company and union spread •leaflets all
revolutionary opponents of ,capitalism split. the
over the. Great LakesoSteeI mill complaining about
workers away from the old central labor council in
workers readirig' aloud from "commie papers" at· union
Chicago and set up a new union central that actively
meetings and about:- "commie sympathizers~ organizing"
organized the widest sections of the unskilled workthe anti-concessions ferment?, . If Marxism-Leninism
ers and became the stronghold of the eight:-hour' day
Is no threat to the bourgeosie, why. is the bourgeois·
· s~udent newspaper on the MIT campus complaining
fight. ' . '
•.. :
'.
This then is' another lesson of the May' Day .genabout the' students taking up .the same demands as the
~ralstrike:
for the workers~ovement' toadva~ it
Marxist-Leninist, Pl;U'ty?
If. Marxism-Leninism. is .no
must fight against the union· bureaucrats and organthreat to. the exploiteql, why have New York bourize independently of them.
"geois new~pers complained that MLP' leaflets· 'are
. But the. organizers of the Haymark~t Centennial
agitating th~ transit workers hatred for. the heads
are out to bury this lesson too. They are., prettying ,of the New York~Transit System?
up . the old union inisleaders and putting' th,eir deWe will be'the first. to admit ~hat we are still
.

\

scendents on theplatfQt:ms.as ·the noble heads of" the
working class today. And even those reformist leaders who claim .to. ~. against, concessio.ns, who have
even been in strikesagaiilst concessions,--like
Guyette .and other 'heads' of the organization which is
wrongly named too "National Rank And File Against
Concessions"--try to bury this lesson, try to. appease the heads of the AFL-CIO, try to keep the
workers froin breaking· completely with the; whole
union bureaucracy which is holding them down.
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relatively small. We will be the first to admit
tqat therefs much to be done. But in the small and
scattered workers' struggles today, we are. building
up the force that can lead the workers not t, orily. to
beat back the capitalists concessions·· .offensive, but·
that can also go forward· to a· revolutionary struggle .
~o bring down the capitalists themselves.
..

I

So this lis our call tonight: go deep into the
factorie$, the mill$, 'arid the other work places;
bUild up fighting organizations of the workers; and
first . and foremost build up the workers revolutionary vangua~d. the Marxist-Leninist Party. This is
the lesson of May Day. This is t]:le way to rekindle
the spirit of." May Day :to the U.S. workers. movement.<>
,

,

' I
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'
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WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES,

Below is one of the two main. speeches .. gNen at
the MLP May Day meeting in New Yak City 00 ,May' 3.

UNITE!

minds with patriotism. .•••

The Liberals Demand a "Patriotic Maj<rityB
The slogan of May Day has always been "Workers of
All Countries, Unite!" This slogan bears special
importance for us today when the Reaganites J are
feverishly trying to whip' up mindless national chauvinism as part of their war drive. Today the Rea-.
ganites brand anyone and any nation that' they do not
like as the .ringleaders of international terrorism.
No proof is necessary.
The bourgeois press will
repeat the lie over and over. again until someone
believes it. •••
.
.'
When one American businessman is killed ilia
hijacking, we are supposed to forget the tens of
thousands of people who have been slaughtered·.by
U~S. imperialism and its puppet Israeli zionism in
their attempt. to dominate ~d rob the people of the
(VUddle East. No, ,instead .we are suppOsed to hate
the Arab workers and rally behind Exxon and Mob~l in
their quest for complete control of the Middle East
and its oil. When . Reagan screanis about state-~n
sored international terrorism,' we are suppose~ ··.to
forget the reign of terror· he has fin~nced against
the people of Nicaragua, EI Salvador, I:Iaiti, . . the.
Philippines, and the list goes on. .
.
And we are supposed to forget about how the
.American capitalists are employing force and' terror
against the black people in the U.S. and against any
. serious strike of the, workers. On the same day that
Leon Klinghoffer 'was kill~d on the Achille Lauro,
James Taylor, a Baltimore dockworker was murdered by
a cop who drove
squad care into a w~rkers' picket
line at 50. miles an hour. ,But the riational,n.ews
media did not sensationalize I this incident of statespons'ored terrorism against. this "American citizen"
(you could neyer even iIllagine them .worrying . about
terrorism against the workers of some other country).
They did not even report on it. Reagan did
jail.
'not call for revenge. The cop was not. put
The murder of James Taylor was buSiness· as usual for
. U.S. im~rialism.
.
.
With- their hysteria about terrorism tq.e· Reaganites are trying to overcome what they call the Viet
Nam syndrome where the American people learned' to
hate and distrust the· imper'ialist U.S. government
and its wars. . The Reaganites are trying to dope our

a

in

This patriotic crusade 'is not just' the invention
of the' Reaganite fanatics.
Even liberal kingpins
among· the Democrats have' dropped their facade of
: opposition toReagan'~ warmongering to applaud his
bombing of Libya. And except for some minor' disagreements on tactics, the liberals agree with Reagan's goal of crush the. revolutions in Central Amer-'
ica.
In fact, the left-wing of 'the Democratic Party is
now trying to out-Reagan' Reagan iI:l a campaign for a
strong America:..
'
, A "national patriotic political conference" is to
.be ',held in Chicago· on July 4-6.' This conference is
'called by the Committee to Activate a. Patriotic'
· Majority. The statement of purpose of this Committee to Activate a Patriotic Majority starts out "We
want. a . strong America, whose· strength flows form
I moral· .rlgb.teousness. "
Social-Democrats Wave the Stars

ao.1 Stripes

Now one might think that this is just another
front group for Jerry Falwell ~ the extreme rightwing~ But no, this is a conference called by, the
leading lights of social-democracy teamed up with I
I Jesse JackSon's Rainbow Coalition•. Among its sponsors' are James Weinstein, editor of In These :nmes;
Congressman Ron Dellums, co-chairman of the Democra. tic Socialists of America (DSA); Noam Chomsky, a
'leader of the left-posturing' wing of social-democra'cy;and Several members of Jesse Jackson's Operation
PUSH:
The' form,ation of this patriotic committee
· represents another big push by. the social-democrats
to w~ex; and oorrupt the mass movements against
Reaganism and imperialist war i with patriotic flag· waving. .Recently at a college: protest aghlnst South
African .apartheid a DSA candidate for Congress told
student activists that they should explain their
struggle against U.S. ties with South Africa by
saying that they are fighting for a stronger Ameribe stronger In Africa by
ca;., that America
· distancing itself fro~the hated white racist minor- ,

will
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ity that, will be overthrown anyhow.
And so we are supposed to forget about the rights
bf the black masses; the important thing is, ~hat
'will make America str~ng. And the U.s. corporations
that are backing apartheid and reaping huge profits
off black Slave, labor? They're not greedy imperialists -- why, they just don't know what's g09d for
America and how to keep her number one.
• !
The social-democrats are' trying to get the movement to take a loyalty oath to U~S. imper\allsm.
Their patriotism is even· mere dang~rous to the mass
movement than Reagan's because 'it is promoted right
\ within the oppOSitional movements.
'

futUre of the people of Nicaragua and EI Salvador?
The reformists will not even defend Nicaragua's
right to self.;,determination, let alone the revolution. ••• Real support for the, Nicaraguan people
demands a fight against the liberal influence in the
movement; itl means raising the demand that, U.S.
imperialism must' g~t out of Nicaragua. immediately
and unconditionally, and not supyorting the brutal
conditions that the Nicaraguan people bow down to
the ultimatums of the ContadQra group" reiristate the
privIleges and powers of the murderous Somoza dregs
who form the contra bands, etc~ .
Reformists tJndermine the

1be Red Bmmer of Proletarian JntematlonaUsm,
Not the Red-Wblte-and Blue FlagwaviDg
,
,of ~ Boorgeoisle and Its Hanger5-Q1

.

I

On this May Day we respond tq the' flag-waving
chauvinism of the bourgeoisie and i~ h~gers-on by
redoubling our efforts to educate, train, and organize'the American working class in the spirit o( the
slogan ''Workers of All, Countries, Unite!" Upholding
this 'slogan requires first of all tha.t we take a
revolutionary stand toward "our own" capitalists and"
their goverI;lment, that is, that we work to build the
.revolutionary movement against them.

1'be Result of RefmnJsril and SocIal-Qemocracy

In the Mass Movement
I

~

Actions

The fight ,against the liberal, reformist and
pacifist influence is taking place not just on the
qIJestion of slogans and demands, but Ion whether
there will 'De mllitant mass ~ctions at all.
This spring has seen the -large scale escalation
of, Reagan's war drive in Central America. This, and
the simultaneous growth of the anti-apartheid movement on campuses, have, fueled aritl-imperialis~ sen-.
tlmEJnts among the' masseS. .Reagan's_ demand to triple
contra aid brought forward a wave or protests in
over 300 cities.
.,
But these actions' came mostly from below, from_
the sentiment of the masses, while the reformist
leaders· tried- to hold back the movement both in
terms of milit~y' and in terms of size.
\

Presently in the" U.S. there is quite, Ii large
sentiment and potential for large movements against
the Reaganite War' drive ,and in solidarity with the
peoples of South Africa and Central America.
But
for these movements to reach \ their revolutionary
potential, a strenuous fight must b6 waged' agru.nst
the influence of reformism an,d social-democracy, for
today these movements are still dominated by reformist and social-democratic leaders who are trying to
limit them to what is acceptable to the left-wing of
the Democratic Party. This poUey causes great harm
to the movements and threatens to liquidate them
,altogether.
.

What Happened In the Spring Actions
i

For example~ it is reported in 1be Workers' Adv0:cate that in Boston students and, activists shouted
down contra speakers qn a number of campuseA. Bilt
it should be noted that this was done against the
~ill of t~e Pledge of Resistance and' CA.-SA organizers
who wanted to have a polite debate with the fascists.
' '
Again, the demonstration of 1,500 in Boston on
April 14 was a reflection of the burning sentiment
of '. the masses overComing the sabotage of the reformist.. leaders.' The organizers did minimum pUblicity
for the demonstration and repeatedly changed the
time and location 'of the' rally right up to a few
1be RefannJst;s Defend, the Right of u.s. ImperiaUsm
and Pro-U.S. RegImes
.
days before- the- action.
Similarly, with all the sentiment to fight' Rea- ,
to Negotiate the Nicaraguan I'eopIe's Future
gan's war drive, wouldn't one think that the' leaders
Take, for example; the movement against' Re~an's
of the Mobilization for Survival and of CISPES,-- who
war on Nicaragua. ,Today millions of workers,and \ pride themselves' on their ability to call sizeable'
youth in this country, are fed up with Reagan's dirty
national demonstrations, could have called one this
contra war and threats of invasion. TPey want him
spring?' But they did not I
',~,
/Why? Why are the,se leaders holding back the
to get out and leave Nicaragua alone.
But the reformists, pacifists and liberal impe- 'masses from action?
Why? Because they know the
rialists try tQ divert this, sentiment into support,
liberal Democrats are lining up to vote for Reagan's
'Qley give' ~h slogans
'war drive against Nicaraguan. And they certainly
for theContadora process.
as "Contras, no; Contadora, yes" and "Stop the
don't want the mass actions to expose the imperialist natury of their, good friends.
••• The policy of·
bombs, negotiate. "
•
But' comrades and friends, what right dOes U.S.
reinforcing the Uberals, the policy of reformism,
imperiaiism or the bloodstained, capitalist, promeans liquidating! the movement JUst when it needs to
U.S. regimes in Latin America have to negotiate the
be eScalated, to fight the imperialist w~ plans. ' •••
I
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Support the Marxist-Leninist Forces
of the ,working Class Around the World

observers wpo have visited Nicaragua have admitted
. the prestige of the, MLP of Nicaragua and .its trade
imion organization Frente Orbrero among the Nicaraguan workers.

righting our own bourgeoisie is a most basic part
of proletarian international; without this, everything else is just talk.· But it is not all there is
A SolidaritY Tour of :Nicaragua
I
10 internationalism.
There are many forces in" the. '
Solidarity with the Nicaraguan workers must mean
world that come into contradiction with U.S.' imperialism...
But our concern is' first 'and foremost
solidarity with and support for ,the work of MLP of
the interests· of the {workers and toilers of the
Nicarpgua.
Our party has for several, years had
various countries.
It' is our 'duty to support in·
close fraternal relations with the MLP of Nicaragua.
We have worked out the' plans for our solidarity
every country with moral, political, and,where
necessary and possible, material aid, the trend of
campaign this summer in close consultation and athe revolutionary workers and their parties. It is.
greement with the Nicaraguan ct>mrades.'I1rls camon this basis that we . have. carried out repeated
paign wiII include demonstrations, rallies and widecampaigns of support . for the Marxist-Leninist Party
scale agitation in the U.S.A.
It will also Include,
of Nicaragua (formerly MAP-ML) and ,raised money to
at the invitation of the· MLP of Nicaragua, a soli..:;
help build the workers' press.
' dar~tytour in July to be organized by our Party.
The reformists hi the U.S. movement say· that it
is divisive and sectarian to· support the MLP of
S~pport the Nic~raguan Marxist-Leninists!
Nicaragua.
They say we should· supPort the Sandi-'
Comrades and friends, on this May Day, ~hen 'Reanlstasbecause they are still the dominant trend in
NiCaragua and Nicaragua· is .stil~ under .attack.
gan is going all out to crush the workers ~d pea\ sants' in Nicaragua, we. would like to annotince tPat
It is.nonsense to argue ,that way_ Libya too is
our party will ~. carryfug out a major campaign of
under attack.
Qadhafi heads the dominant trend.
agitation. in support of the Nicaraguan revolution
there. Does defending Libya mean we have to go
and especially in support of the party of the Nicaarotmd promoting Qadhafi as the great revolutionary
raguan workers, the Marxist-LeIJinist Party of Nicaleader? To do so / would be a great disservice to the
ragua.
This campaign will take place· this summer
Libyan toilers.
And besides, what about the fact tllat it is the
around the celebration of the seventh anniverSary of
the Nicaraguan revolution.
workers and peasants who suffer the worse under
A very ,difficult. and dangerous situation. for the
these attacks and who bear the burden of repulsing
working class is developing ~n Nicaragua. . The
tl1em.
Why shouldn't .we support the force that· is
masses are under daily asssault form Reagan's contra
the backbone of the resistance to these attacks?
terrorists, and this assaul t is escalating.
The'
No; With their charges of sectarianism our'reNicaraguan capttalists are more and more openly
formists ckm't have the movement against U.S. impesympathizing with and supporting the contras, and
rialism "at heart,
Instead they
trying to impose
they are .carrying out. massive ,economic sabotage of
their own reformist politiCS,. which welcomes the
the economy~
Meanwhile the· Sandinistasare tryh1g
reformism of the Sa~nistas, on the movement. ,
to appease the bourgeois opposition by making all
TIle AmeriThe . class. struggle is international.
can bourgeoisie is supporting the Nicaraguan capikin~ of economic and, poljtical conc~ions to them
at the expense of the toilers. The rich are given
talists and vice versa.
The petty bourgeois reformists, . social-democrats and revisionists in this
economic incentives and tax breaks while the workers
and peasants are forced to bear the expense of
country are uniting with the Sandinistas and sending
tour after tour· to Nicaragua to give the Sandinistas
defending the country against the contra terrorlsts
that these same capitalists sympathize with. • ••
international support. At the, sallle time, the re-·
In this situation the MLP of Nicaragua· is boldly
fonhists are using the Simdinista support of Conta-,
standing up in defense of the working masses and in
dora to justify. their own conciliation with U.S •
. -d.efense of carrying forwa'rd the· revolution against
. imperialism alld their own ties with ·the Democrats. "
If the capitalists of the world can support each
the exploiters.
It is organizing. the struggle .against the cQncessi9ns ,policy of the Sarldinistas,
other, lfthe petty bourgeoIS reformists. can support
and it· is fighting to ensure that the growing diseach other, then shouldn't we workers, and Marxistcontent among the working masses with the Sandinista
Leninistsalso unite? Indeed we, must and we will.
policy is channeled in a revolutionary, and not a
i
backward, direction.
It 'is fighting against the
Down with U.S. ~!
Sandinista policy of concessions to imperialism'.
It
Apartheid JI.lo, Revolutim. Yes!
is fighting against the Sandinista policy bf bureauDown· with Reagan's Dirty War OIl Nicaragua!
cracy by working to organize their masses and 'arouse
Victory to the WorIrers and Peasants of Nlcaragua1
Long live. the Marxist-Leninist Party of Ni~their revolutionary initiative.
As a result of its'
,'bold stand, the influence of the MLPN·· is, after
goa!
years of' repression, once again, gr,owing rapidly
Workers of the WOOd, UnIte!
<>
among the Nicar'agUah workers. Even non-sympathetic

are
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